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executive summary

We have an opportunity. British Columbia can protect 
jobs and create new good jobs – tens of thousands of 
them. It can also do more – and more quickly – to reduce 
its carbon footprint and help avert climate change. It can 
do all this while making sure nobody is left behind. Good 
jobs, social justice and environmental justice – BC can 
pursue all of these by implementing a green jobs strategy.

Unemployment in BC is high, particularly in rural areas 
and among traditional employment sectors; it can be 
disastrous for families and communities. Climate change 
is also poised to be disastrous, on a global scale. Enor-
mous economic losses are predicted if we fail to avert it. 
Natural episodes of climate change have brought about 
mass extinctions and collapse of civilizations; there is 
no reason to think it won’t happen with human-caused 
climate change. Scientists have called for dramatic reduc-
tions in greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.

Both local unemployment and climate change point to 
the need for a green jobs strategy. Green jobs are often 
defined as good jobs created or protected by policy meas-
ures that reduce GHG emissions. They can be in new or 
existing occupations, and tend to be community-based 
and supported by training and just transition programs. 

 > employment and ghg 
emission trends in bc

Instead of falling by 6% as per Canada’s international 
obligations, BC’s GHG emissions have risen by 32% 
since 1990. Transportation sector emissions are the 
largest, at 40% of BC’s total, and growing quickly – led 
by pickups and SUVs, and the growing use of trucking 
for freight. Marine and aviation emissions also grew, but 
are small in comparison, while low rail emissions shrank 
even further. The fossil fuel industry also has large and 
growing emissions, accounting for 20% of BC’s total 
(despite employing less than 1% of BC’s workforce). 
Manufacturing is at 10%, followed by households and 
commercial and institutional buildings, waste manage-
ment, industrial processes and agriculture. Electricity 
generation in BC has strikingly low emissions, largely due 
to BC’s extensive hydroelectricity generation.

BC’s employment trends show an economy in 
transition. The services sector has grown significantly 
in the last 25 years, reaching four times the size of the 
goods-producing sector, while inflation-adjusted median 
earnings have shrunk in recent years. Rural and aboriginal 
unemployment are high, and women’s earnings remain 
persistently lower than men’s. Other significant changes 
include:

•	 Dramatic growth in health and social services, 
and the construction sector (the latter tapering 
off in 2009);

•	 Growth in the well-paid high tech sector;
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•	 Dramatic reductions in forestry employment, now 

at only 2.3% of the workforce (including related 

jobs in paper and wood product manufacturing); 

and

•	 Similar shrinkage in fishing.

 > transportation and green Jobs

There is a tremendous potential for generating green jobs 

in the transportation sector. BC is already on the way to 

improved fossil fuel efficiency standards, and moving 

some of the fleet to electric propulsion could also reduce 

GHG emissions. However, expanding transit and rail 

options is essential to moving some people and freight 

off the road and reducing emissions. Studies suggest 

that BC should make capital investments in transit of 

$7 billion to $9 billion in the coming four to five years, 

and a further $6 billion in operations and maintenance 

over 30 years. Upgrades to the Vancouver–Washington 

State rail link have also been suggested, at about $1 

billion to $2 billion. Together these investments would 

generate on the order of 230,000 to 270,000 person-

years of employment. A combination of fuel-efficiency 

standards and the above transit investments could 

reduce BC’s transportation-related GHG emissions by 

10%. Of course, greater reductions and greater job crea-

tion would be possible with more stringent standards, 

larger transit investment and other regulatory and pricing 

incentive measures.

 > electricity and green Jobs

Unlike many other jurisdictions, BC’s electricity genera-

tion produces very low levels of GHGs and consequently 

there is not much room to move in reducing current 

GHG emissions. Building new renewable generation 

capacity does not create as many jobs as demand 

management (which could create 200,000 person-years 

employment in BC), nor can those jobs necessarily be 

counted as green, given low existing GHGs and potential 

environmental impacts of poorly planned or sited new 

generation.

 > buildings and green Jobs

Improving the energy efficiency of buildings – residential 
and business – is a fast way to reduce energy consump-
tion and GHG emissions, and create a lot of green jobs. 
Energy efficiency is attractive because long-term savings 
can be used to pay for up-front investments in insula-
tion, weatherstripping, improved doors, windows and 
furnaces, etc. BC has already adopted improved energy 
standards for new buildings, but even further improve-
ments are possible. However, the place where more jobs 
would be created is in retrofitting older buildings. Basic 
retrofitting of a quarter of BC’s homes would create 8,200 
to 13,200 person-years of employment in the short term, 
while reducing GHG emissions by 242,000 tonnes of 
CO2. A more extensive retrofitting program could create 
14,000 to 30,000 jobs every year for several years. The key 
to unlocking these retrofits is to remove the primary bar-
rier – the upfront cost. This can be done through grants 
(as is the case in Europe) or by legislation enabling “on-
bill financing” – the ability for building owners to cover 
up front costs by a loan that gets re-paid over time on 
their utility or tax bills. Another source of retrofit financing 
could be from requiring a small percentage of proceeds 
on the sale of a building to go toward upgrades of that 
building, or into a building upgrade fund.

 > other sectors

Manufacturing the materials and equipment needed in 
other green jobs areas can be an attractive way to create 
green jobs. While BC doesn’t have a heavy manufactur-
ing base, it does have a diverse range of manufacturing 
industries that could be ramped up to create more jobs. 
Exports of those materials and equipment would create 
even more jobs. Expanding the recycling industry would 
also reduce GHG emissions and employ workers.

In agriculture, policies to encourage local production 
and reduce long-range transportation and imports of 
food would reduce GHG emissions and create local 
employment. Likewise, shifting away from chemical-
intensive agriculture and toward labour-intensive agri-
culture would reduce GHG emissions and toxins in the 
environment, while putting more people to work.
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In forestry, the mountain pine beetle epidemic pro-

vides a vivid illustration of the ability of climate change 

to destroy jobs and communities. However, both the 

epidemic and the growth and bursting of the US housing 

bubble have masked a longer-term downward trend in 

forestry employment, caused by an industrial forestry 

model that is capital intensive, not labour intensive. 

Conservation and wiser use of forest products (e.g. 

prioritizing solid wood manufacturing rather than lower 

uses or raw log exports) could reduce GHG emissions 

and protect and create jobs.

Fisheries have been in decline, partly due to spawning 

ground destruction, environmental contamination, and 

fish farming (which also has higher GHG emissions). In 

addition, commercial fishing license rules, which favour 

urban corporate owners and preclude capture of a range 

of species, result in added energy consumption and 

GHG emissions. Thus fishing in BC has as-yet untapped 

opportunities for green job creation.

BC’s services sector is large in terms of employment, 

but many jobs in it have low GHG emissions (unless, of 

course, they are in energy-inefficient buildings or build-

ings that require long automobile commutes). Reducing 

GHG emissions from all jobs would be useful. This raises 

the question: should low-GHG jobs and reduced-GHG 

jobs be considered green jobs?

 > cross-cutting measures

In addition to the sector-specific policies noted above, 

a range of cross-cutting measures would be needed to 

shift BC to a green jobs economy. First off, training and 

just transitions programs are needed to prepare workers 

for new opportunities in green jobs sectors. A compre-

hensive “green social contract” will help to improve 

productivity and retain skilled workers.

Broad policies are needed to achieve provincial GHG 

emission reduction targets. These can take the form of 

regulation, cap-auction-trade, or carbon tax. Any of these 

three options can achieve a given target, but regula-

tion is costlier to business (and thus consumers), and 

doesn’t provide a revenue stream. Cap-auction-trade 

(capping overall emissions, but allowing emitters to 

buy and sell permits) and carbon taxation both provide 

a stream of revenues that can finance needed green jobs 

investments, just transition programs, and progressive 

income redistribution and social programs. BC’s existing 

carbon tax and proposed cap-and-trade system can both 

be improved to make them more effective at reducing 

GHG emissions and more distributionally progressive.

The BC government could remove support for devel-

opments that are going to raise GHG emissions, such 

as shale gas developments and the Gateway project, 

and correct artificially low electricity rates for industries.

Finally, green research and development funding 

would help support BC’s transition to a green jobs 

economy, while also creating green jobs directly. “Buy 

local” procurement and even trade policies can be used 

to foster BC’s young green jobs sector while it grows. 

Carbon pricing could achieve the same re-localization 

of production on a bioregional basis, rather than a 

jurisdictional basis, and thereby avoid trade challenges.

 > conclusions

There exists a tremendous potential, and need, for BC 

to develop good, green jobs. BC can boost employment 

by taking steps to reduce its GHG emissions.

Policies to encourage energy efficiency retrofits in 

housing could create 8,200 to 13,200 person-years of 

employment (and more in institutional, commercial 

and industrial building upgrades). Those jobs could be 

created immediately, and in communities throughout BC.

Investments in transit and rail upgrades could create 

230,000 to 270,000 person-years of employment.

Electricity conservation via effective demand man-

agement could yield a further 200,000 person-years of 

employment.

Further jobs could be created in manufacturing – sup-

plying the materials and equipment needed to perform 

the above jobs. And green jobs strategies can be devel-

oped in a range of other sectors, including agriculture, 

forestry, fisheries and aquaculture.
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foreword

Today our province and our planet are at a crossroads. 

The global warming crisis demands that every part of 

our society re-think and re-look at the path we are on 

and find the vision and courage to change that direction.

This report grew out of a desire by two sectors of 

society to make a real difference and to be part of positive 

change. One group – the trade union movement – has a 

long history of fighting for justice and equality for working 

people. The other group – the environmental movement 

– has a rich history of fighting to preserve the planet and 

protect the environment we all depend on.

It would be fair to say that on a number of occasions 

in British Columbia these two movements have found 

themselves on opposite sides of issues. From the 

blockades of logging roads in Haida Gwaii to the fight 

over Clayoquot Sound, there is a lot of news footage 

highlighting the conflicts.

What is also true is that there have been a number 

of occasions where labour unions and environmental 

groups found themselves standing together. Issues such 

as proposed uranium mining, protection of salmon habi-

tat, embracing recycling strategies for cities and more 

recently developing a new vision for forest management.

Often the divisions were characterized as Jobs versus 

the Environment. The argument often went both ways. 

You can’t create jobs without the destruction of the 

environment or, in the alternative, you can’t protect the 

environment and create jobs at the same time.

While our collective histories have seen both co-

operation and conflict, usually around specific issues, our 

province and our planet now face a far more dramatic 

and deadly threat with the global warming crisis.

As we witness the melting of ice caps, the increasing 

intensity of hurricanes and storms, deadly droughts 

in some places and massive flooding in others, only 

the most short-sighted amongst us denies the near-

unanimous world opinion that global warming must 

be curtailed if the world as people know it is to survive.

Despite the broad agreement on the seriousness 

of the crisis, we have many miles to go before we can 

collectively construct a planet that is truly sustainable 
and global warming is halted.

To face this challenge requires a societal change – a 
departure from much of our past experience and practice. 
If we are to implement this change we must work to find 
a new vision that will create a broad agreement on the 
path forward.

Coming to terms with global warming will not be easy. 
Tough choices are necessary.

Yet, as leaders in the labour and environment move-
ments we believe those changes do not have to be “nega-
tive” and do not have to increase joblessness and the 
growing gap between the rich and the poor. Rather, there 
is an opportunity to bring together the need to create 
new, decent jobs, the desire for justice for everyone and 
the changes critically needed to curtail global warming.

This report is simply a starting point for building that 
vision and perhaps the beginning of a new chapter in the 
history of our province. It is not a position paper, nor 
is it endorsed by any organization. It is meant to open 
dialogue between people from both movements and 
to shed light on a path that creates decent jobs AND 
reduces carbon emissions.

More than 100 people from the labour movement and 
the environment movement came together at the Jobs, 
Justice, Climate conference in Vancouver on September 
10 and 11, 2010. It was an historic meeting, coming after 
months of planning by people from both movements. 
It was an important step to creating new relationships, 
better understandings and greater strength to make the 
changes necessary to ensure the survival of our province 
and our planet.

Some organizations submitted additional content and 
the report’s authors elected to keep their comments intact. 
These submissions were provided to the conference 
participants along with an earlier version of this report.

We want to thank the authors of this report for their 
hard work and the organizations in both the environmen-
tal and labour movements for their ideas, feedback and 
goodwill expressed at the conference.

— Jobs, Justice and Climate conference steering committee
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P a r t  1

introduction

We have an opportunity. British Columbia can protect 

jobs and create new good jobs – thousands of them. It 

can also do more – and more quickly – to reduce its car-

bon footprint and help avert climate change. It can do all 

this while making sure nobody is left behind. Good jobs, 

social justice and environmental justice – BC can pursue 

all of these by implementing a green jobs strategy.1

 > why green Jobs?

It is vitally important that British Columbians foster a 

green jobs dialogue, and move further down the path 

to developing an environmentally sustainable, jobs-rich 

economy. BC can grasp both employment gains and 

opportunities to reduce GHG emissions.

employment

Employment is a vital and immediate concern for BC 

workers, families and communities, especially in light 

of the fast decline among some traditional employment 

sectors, such as forestry. When a family is facing loss 

of income, or even the threat of lost income, very little 

can be more important; vital global concerns can seem 

remote and abstract.

Markets are always in transition; indeed, change is the 

only thing that is a constant. Globally, a new economy is 

emerging, and it has a strong shade of green. By some 

estimates, the green economy is already worth more than 
US$4 trillion and is growing fast.2

Jurisdictions that look at the trends and prepare for 
the future in order to preserve and create good jobs will 
have an advantage in the emerging green economy. BC 
has an opportunity to deploy green jobs programs that 
will employ tens or hundreds of thousands of British 
Columbians, and it can start right away.

“Jurisdictions that embrace the shift to a low-carbon, 
sustainable economy – aligning environmental goals 
with economic ones – will see more robust growth, more 
jobs and higher wages ...”

— Government of Ontario3

climate change

The importance of harm caused by job loss is known 
to everyone; the importance of climate change needs a 
longer explanation.

Climate change is a crisis of enormous magnitude – a 
magnitude that is hard to over-state.

Climate change isn’t just an issue in the future; we 
are already feeling the effects, for example with receding 
glaciers, extreme weather events, the mountain pine 
beetle explosion and migrating tropical diseases.4

If we do not rein in human-caused greenhouse gas 
(GHG) emissions, those impacts will grow in number 
and magnitude to globally catastrophic levels. Climate 
change may mean mass extinction, as it has in the past 
during natural-caused major climate change episodes.5 

The economic costs of failure to act on climate change 
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have been estimated at 20% of global GDP. However, the 

author of that estimate, Nicholas Stern, more recently 

noted that his report underestimated the threat.6

Paul Volcker, former chair of the US Federal Reserve, 

said that if we don’t take measures to address climate 

change, “you can be sure that the economy will go down 

the drain in the next 30 years.”7 More importantly, it 

could well mean the end of modern civilization,8 as it has 

for other civilizations in the past.9 Collapses of civiliza-

tions tend to result in massive depopulation (human 

die-off).10 None of the other issues that currently face 

British Columbians will matter much if climate change 

continues unabated.

Some argue that peak oil will reduce GHG emissions 

due to higher prices and reduced fossil fuel consumption. 

While it is true that primary resources (e.g. conventional 

crude oil) are becoming more scarce and expensive over 

time, others argue that alternative primary sources can 

be used to manufacture secondary fuels (e.g. diesel, 

gasoline), and that this will constrain price increases.11 

Yet others respond that the capacity to manufacture 

fuels from alternative primary resources like coal cannot 

be scaled up to global demand levels economically.12 

Interestingly, both sides of this peak oil discussion 

conclude that policies to reduce fossil fuel consumption 

are required, urgently.

Based on analysis of the United Nations Intergov-

ernmental Panel on Climate Change, many scientists 

and countries have pointed to a target of reducing GHG 

emissions in developed countries by 25% to 40% from 

1990 levels by 2020, and 80% to 95% below 1990 levels 

by 2050 to give a reasonable chance of limiting global 

warming to 2 degrees above pre-industrial levels and 

averting dangerous, run-away, climate change.13 James 

Hansen, director of the NASA Goddard Institute for 

Space Studies, has noted that we need to reduce global 

atmospheric GHG concentrations to 350 ppm (parts 

per million), below its current level of 392 ppm.14 Noting 

yet another record decade for heat, scientists from the 

U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

recently pointed out that indicators show climate change 

is undeniable.15

BC’s employment trends and the need to rein in 

climate change both point toward a need for a green 

jobs economy.

Traditional jobs protected and created by a shift to a greener economy

“Some of these jobs will be in specialized areas, such as installing solar panels and researching new build-
ing material technologies. But the vast majority of jobs are in the same areas of employment that people 
already work in today...

Constructing wind farms, for example, creates jobs for sheet metal workers, machinists, electricians, engi-
neers, power linemen and truck drivers, among many others. Increasing the energy efficiency of buildings 
through retrofitting requires roofers, insulators, and building inspectors. Expanding mass transit systems 
employs civil engineers, electricians, and dispatchers. More generally, [a green jobs] program will provide a 
major boost to the construction and manufacturing sectors ... through much-needed spending on green 
infrastructure.

In addition, all of these ... strategies engage a normal range of service and support activities – including 
accountants, lawyers, office clerks, human resource managers, cashiers, and retail sales people.”

— Pollin, Garrett-Peltier, Heintz and Scharber, “Green Recovery”
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 > defining green Jobs

The term “green jobs” is used in a variety of ways and 

many definitions have been proposed.16 The main use 

in the green jobs literature refers to high quality jobs 

protected or created by policy measures that reduce GHG 

emissions (and provide other environmental improve-

ments). This use emphasizes the room for policy change 

collaboration between key constituencies.

Another use of the term refers to jobs that contribute 

little or no GHG emissions (nor have other environ-

mental impacts) associated with them. Teaching, health 

care work and other occupations in the human services 

sectors are common examples of such jobs. An exten-

sion of this idea is that we need to “green” all jobs, i.e. 

make all jobs less GHG-intensive. This use of the term 

would bring in a wider set of constituencies; however, 

it would weaken the emphasis on policy change and 

bringing about emissions reductions through developing 

a greener economy.

In neither of these uses is the term green jobs meant 

to derogate from other employment or suggest that other 

jobs are less valuable. Rather, green jobs programs are a 

way of creating new jobs and protecting others. Higher 

employment across the economy has job-security ben-

efits for all workers – not just those employed in the jobs 

being protected or created.

Another use of the term refers to existing jobs in the 

environmental sector, e.g. environmental remediation 

engineers. This use comes from the job placement 

industry, and does not bring any focus on emissions 

reductions via policy change, nor does it widen constitu-

encies (indeed it narrows constituencies by focusing on 

stereotypical jobs in the existing environmental sector). 

Nonetheless, some people holding this type of job will 

be essential to developing a broader green jobs economy, 

e.g. environmental compliance officers, researchers, etc.

The discussion in this report will hold implications for 

which definition is considered more appropriate.

Presently, the report examines in more detail the main 

definition used in the green jobs literature: high quality 

jobs protected or created by policy measures that reduce 

GHG emissions.

Some of the key characteristics of a green jobs pro-
gram could include:

•	 GOOD JOBS. Jobs with fair compensation that 
provides income security for families and com-
munities. They can be entry-level jobs, if they are 
on a career ladder, or they can be mid-career or 
peak-career jobs. They are stable and less suscep-
tible to volatile global commodity prices.

•	 SAFE, HEALTHY, EqUITABLE WORkPLACES. Jobs 
need to comply with occupational health and 
safety standards, provide pay equity, and respect 
the right of workers to organize and create labour 
unions.

•	 ExISTING OCCUPATIONS. Many green jobs are 
protected or created in existing occupations like 
construction, manufacturing, engineering, finance 
or other fields. They are familiar occupations, but 
apply those skills to initiatives that improve the 
environment.

•	 NEW OCCUPATIONS. Other green jobs are in new 
occupations – some that we haven’t yet seen or 
imagined. These are the kinds of jobs that will be 
held by young adults and youth currently in the 
education system – people who have new skill 
sets, new aspirations for their careers, and new 
expectations of their governments.

•	 COMMUNITY-BASED. Green jobs are spread across 
the land. They are located in rural areas and urban 

areas. They are in projects and institutions that 
cross a range of scales, that are more evenly 
distributed than mega-projects, and that enable 

workers to stay with their families and live in their 
communities.

•	 TRANSITION AND TRAINING PROGRAMS. Green 

jobs programs include transition and training 
programs. The shift to a new, green economy will 
create demand for new skills and new workers. 
To satisfy that demand, apprenticeship and other 
training programs and transition strategies that 

serve the needs of workers must be developed.
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•	 GREEN THE ECONOMY. Green jobs are the result 
of policies that will reduce pollution, improve 
the environment and help build the new, green 
economy. They will make BC’s economy more 
stable and less vulnerable to fossil fuel markets, 
reduce its energy consumption and pollution, and 
diversify its economy – all while building a sustain-
able, stable future for our children.17

 > discussion

What is a useful definition of green jobs?

•	 High quality jobs protected or created by policy 
measures that reduce GHG emissions (and 
create other environmental improvements)?

•	 Jobs that have little to no GHG emissions 
impact (or other environmental 
impacts) associated with them?

•	 Jobs that can be greened, i.e. 
reducing GHGs for all jobs?

•	 Some combination?

 > scope of this report

This report is meant as a discussion backgrounder – an 
introduction to the green jobs literature. It would be 
impossible to adequately compress all of that literature 
into one report. As such, this report merely scratches 
the surface; any of its sections could be expanded 
substantially.

This report focuses on common green jobs areas, 
where it is known that there are many green jobs avail-
able, and GHG reductions possible. The report does 
discuss other sectors as well, where the number of green 
jobs is less clear. Both areas are important, of course.

As with much of the green jobs literature, this report 
focuses on GHG emissions and climate change, not the 
broader set of environmental issues.

 > outline

The first two sections of this report examine current 
numbers and trends in GHG emissions and employment 
in BC. Together, they provide a context to the challenges 
and opportunities addressed by green jobs strategies.

The next section explores the potential for green jobs 
creation and GHG emissions reductions in BC. It does 
so in the context of the three main sectors that are the 
subject of the existing green jobs literature: transporta-
tion, electricity, and energy efficiency for buildings. It 
presents options for policies that can be adopted by the 
government to create green jobs by reducing BC’s GHG 
emissions. It then addresses other sectors, on both the 
goods and services sides of BC’s economy.

The report then takes a brief look at cross-cutting 
strategies for action, including education and training, 
research and development, broad-based GHG reduction 
policies, and other government policies that will create 
green jobs across BC’s economy.

The report then concludes by summarizing the poten-
tial for green jobs and GHG reductions in BC, and the 
policies needed in order to get there.
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P a r t  2

context: greenhouse gas  
emissions trends in bc

Note: this section was written by Robert Duffy, with some research input from David Thompson.

Prior to examining specific sectors and their green jobs 
capacity, it will be useful to gain a bigger-picture perspec-
tive on GHG emissions in BC.

 > bc’s share of canada’s 
ghg emissions

BC’s GHG emissions in 2008, the most recent year for 
which statistics are available, totaled 65.1 megatonnes 
(Mt) of carbon dioxide or equivalents (CO2e), an increase 
of 32% above 1990 levels.19 To put this emissions growth 
into perspective, Canada’s kyoto Accord target was 
to reduce national GHG emissions to 6% below 1990 
levels by 2012.

Economic modelling estimates that government 
initiatives announced since 2007 would take BC 73% of 
the way to its 2020 33% GHG reduction target,20 which 
would position BC as a climate change leader among 
senior orders of government in Canada. Of course, it 
remains to be seen whether all the announced goals and 
initiatives will be implemented.

BC accounted for 8.9% of Canada’s total GHG emis-
sions in 2008, and had the fifth highest emissions total 
of Canada’s provinces and territories. In per capita terms, 
BC GHG emissions were equivalent to 14.8 tonnes CO2e 

per person in 2008, down only slightly from 15 tonnes 
per person in 1990. While BC has the second lowest per 
capita GHG emissions of Canadian provinces, this is 
largely due to the province’s high percentage of hydro-
electric power generation.

Emissions are, of course, not distributed evenly across 
the population. Industrial and commercial emissions 
accounted for about two thirds of BC’s GHG total in 
recent statistics, and households most of the rest. Within 
the household emissions category, emissions rates were 
much higher in the upper income quintiles, with the 
average individual in the top quintile producing almost 
double the per capita emissions of a person in the lowest 
income quintile.21

Figure 2.1: ToTal BC gHg emissions (kT Co2e)
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 > sources of ghg emissions in bc

The vast bulk of BC’s human-caused GHG emissions 
are accounted for under four of Environment Canada’s 
emissions ‘sector’ categories: Energy, Industrial processes, 

Figure 2.2: BC greenHouse gas emissions By CaTegory, 2008

energy 84.93%

waste 5.85%
agriculture 3.68%

industrial  
process 5.48%

source: environment canada’s National Inventory Report on 
Greenhouse Gases and Sinks in Canada (NIR), 2008

TaBle 1.1: gHg emissions in BC, By seCTor and sourCe, 2008

sector and emissions source kt of Co2e Percentage of total emissions

energy 55,256 84.93%

stationary combustion sources 23,523 36.16%

transport 25,529 39.24%

civil aviation (domestic aviation) 1,504 

fugitive sources 6,204 9.54%

coal mining 507 

industrial Processes 3,564 5.48%

mineral Products 1,281 1.97%

chemical industry  - 0.00%

metal Production 1,150 1.77%

Production and consumption of halocarbons 795 1.22%

other & undifferentiated Production 338 0.52%

solVent & other Product use 43 0.07%

agriculture 2,393.7 3.68%

enteric fermentation 1,156.9 1.78%

manure management 368.2 0.57%

agriculture soils 868.5 1.33%

waste 3,803.2 5.85%

solid waste disposal on land 3,626.3 5.57%

wastewater handling 108.8 0.17%

waste incineration 68.1 0.10%

total 65,061 100.00%

source: environment canada’s national inventory report on greenhouse gases and sinks in canada (nir), 2008

Waste, and Agriculture. Each of these sectors contains 

several subsectors, the most significant of which are 

examined below.

It is important to note that Canada’s National Inven-

tory Report (NIR) figures group emissions together 

by types of activities rather than industrial sectors, so 

these categories do not always correspond precisely 

with categories used to measure employment or with 

the commonly understood boundaries of particular 

industries. For example, the transportation category 

groups together all transportation related emissions, 

regardless of whether those emissions resulted from 

machinery use in agricultural production, freight 

transport or passenger transport.

This said, the vast majority of BC’s GHG emissions 

are in the energy category, at nearly 85%. The three 

other categories account for roughly 5% each.

solvent and other 
product use

0.07%
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 > energy: transportation, stationary combustion and fugitive emissions

transportation emissions

Within the energy category, transportation is the largest 

subsector at just over 39% of total BC GHG emissions, or 

46% of energy emissions. Road transportation accounted 

for about 60% of emissions within transportation (or 

23.6% of total BC emissions), and grew by 34% from 

1990 to 2008. Light duty gasoline trucks (including 

SUVs, pickups, etc.) were the single largest source of 

emissions in 2008 and also the fastest growing source 

of emissions in the transportation category. Heavy-duty 

diesel trucks were close behind and also a significant 

factor in transportation emissions growth since 1990.

Marine transport accounted for only a small percent-

age of total emissions, but more than doubled during 

this time period. Off-road diesel transport emissions also 

grew significantly in this period, possibly due to activity 

in the fossil fuel industries and spurts of activity in the 

forestry and mining sectors.

Emissions from rail transport actually declined sig-

nificantly from 1990 to 2008, likely reflecting decreased 

rail activity and a shift toward the trucking industry for 

moving freight. Domestic aviation accounted for about 

2.3% of BC emissions, and grew in absolute terms by 

about 50% between 1990 and 2008.

TaBle 1.2: gHg emissions From energy in BC, 2008

greenhouse gas categories
emissions in kt Co2  

equivalent
Percentage of total  

BC emissions
Percentage of total  

BC emissions from energy

total bc ghg emissions 65,061 100.00%

energy category (total) 55,256 84.93% 100.00%

stationary combustion sources 23,523 36.16% 42.57%

electricity and heat generation 1,520 2.34% 2.75%

fossil fuel Production and refining 6,238 9.59% 11.29%

mining & oil and gas extraction 1,348 2.07% 2.44%

manufacturing industries 6,537 10.05% 11.83%

construction 100 0.15% 0.18%

commercial & institutional 3,374 5.19% 6.11%

residential 4,349 6.68% 7.87%

agriculture & forestry 56 0.09% 0.10%

transport 25,529 39.24% 46.20%

civil aviation (domestic aviation) 1,504 2.31% 2.72%

road transportation 15,371 23.63% 27.82%

railways 626 0.96% 1.13%

navigation (domestic marine) 2,510 3.86% 4.54%

other transportation 5,519 8.48% 9.99%

fugitive sources 6,204 9.54% 11.23%

coal mining 507 0.78% 0.92%

oil and natural gas 5,697 8.76% 10.31%

source: environment canada’s national inventory report on greenhouse gases and sinks in canada (nir), 2008
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TaBle 1.3: gHg emissions From TransPorTaTion in BC, 2008

greenhouse gas categories
emissions in kt Co2  

equivalent
Percentage of total BC  

gHg emissions
Percentage of transport 

emissions

bc total 65,061 39.24%

transport (total) 25,529 39.24% 100.00%

civil aviation (domestic aviation) 1,504 2.31% 5.89%

road transportation 15,371 23.63% 60.21%

light-duty gasoline Vehicles 4,046 6.22% 15.85%

light-duty gasoline trucks 4,678 18.33% 18.33%

heavy-duty gasoline Vehicles 1,634 2.51% 6.40%

motorcycles 27.1 0.04% 0.11%

light-duty diesel Vehicles 45.4 0.07% 0.18%

light-duty diesel trucks 58 0.09% 0.23%

heavy-duty diesel Vehicles 4,630 7.12% 18.13%

Propane & natural gas Vehicles 252.6 0.39% 0.99%

railways 626 0.96% 2.45%

navigation (domestic marine) 2,510 3.86% 9.83%

other transportation 5,519 21.62% 21.62%

off-road gasoline 352 0.54% 1.38%

off-road diesel 4,272 6.57% 16.73%

Pipelines 895 1.38% 3.51%

source: environment canada’s national inventory report on greenhouse gases and sinks in canada (nir), 2008

BC Fossil Fuel Exports  
and Global GHG Emissions

one feature not captured in nir accounting is emis-
sions resulting from bc’s exports of fossil fuels. nir 
accounting looks only at the emissions of fossil fuels 
combusted within the province itself, so emissions 
from coal, oil and gas exported and combusted 
outside the province do not figure in bc’s reported 
emissions total.

a recent ccPa study found that ghg emissions in 
other jurisdictions from bc fossil fuel exports are 
“more than double the emissions of all fossil fuel 
combustion within bc, and almost eight times the 
emissions from extracting and processing fossil 
fuels in bc.” in fact, emissions elsewhere resulting 
from combustion of bc fossil fuel exports in 2008 
were at least 166% larger than the province’s entire 
official ghg total for the year.b  

b  marc lee, Peddling GHGs: What is the Carbon Footprint of BC’s Fossil 
Fuel Exports? (ccPa–bc, July 2010).

GHG Emissions from Forests

bc’s ghg emission total is actually much higher when car-

bon released from forests is included. largely because of 

the pine beetle kill, bc forests have gone from being a ‘sink’ 

that took carbon out of the atmosphere, to becoming them-

selves a major source of emissions. these carbon emissions 

from forests are recorded under the heading ‘other land 

use’ and not counted in the ghg emissions totals used by 

the bc government and the government of canada.

if these emissions from forests were included, b.c.’s ghg 

total for 2007 would be almost 4/5 higher than reported in 

the province’s official statistics.a given the scale of the pine 

beetle kill, bc forests could continue to be a net source of 

emissions for many years to come.
a  see bc greenhouse gas inventory report 2007 – summary, www.env.gov.

bc.ca/cas/mitigation/ghg_inventory/pdf/pir-2007-summary.pdf;  
also marc lee, “that sinking feeling: bc’s forests and co2 
emissions”, Progressive economic forum, september 
15, 2009, www.progressive-economics.ca/2009/09/15/
that-sinking-feeling-bcs-forests-and-co2-emissions/

http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/cas/mitigation/ghg_inventory/pdf/pir-2007-summary.pdf
http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/cas/mitigation/ghg_inventory/pdf/pir-2007-summary.pdf
http://www.progressive-economics.ca/2009/09/15/that-sinking-feeling-bcs-forests-and-co2-emissions/
http://www.progressive-economics.ca/2009/09/15/that-sinking-feeling-bcs-forests-and-co2-emissions/
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stationary combustion

Stationary combustion was just behind transportation 
as a GHG emissions source, at just over 36% of the 
provincial total, or 43% of the energy sector total. Within 
the stationary combustion subcategories, manufacturing 
industries were the single largest source at just over 10% 
of total BC emissions, followed closely by fossil fuel pro-
duction just slightly behind at 9.59% (though that figure 
understates the total contributions of that sector).22 Resi-
dential combustion emissions accounted for about 6.7% 
and commercial/institutional combustion about 5.2%.

Because of the province’s abundant hydroelectricity, 
BC’s emissions from electricity generation are much 
lower than many other jurisdictions. Electricity generation 
accounted for only 2% of provincial GHG emissions, 
with most of this coming from three natural gas fueled 
thermal stations. In contrast, electricity generation in 
Alberta, most of which is powered by coal, accounted 
for about 23% of that province’s already high GHG 
emissions in 2008.23

Fugitive Emissions

“Fugitive emissions” from fossil fuel industries – defined 
as intentional or unintentional emissions from the pro-
duction, processing, transmission, storage and delivery 
of fossil fuels, and from the combustion of fossil fuels 
not used to generate useful heat or electricity – accounted 
for a striking 9.54% of BC’s total emissions. Most of 
these emissions were related to the oil and natural gas 

industry, although coal mining nonetheless accounted 
for about 0.75% of the BC emissions total. Together 
with the industry’s stationary emissions, the BC oil 
and gas sector accounted for at least 18% of BC’s GHG 
emissions in 2008, while only about 3,000 people were 
directly employed in oil and gas extraction – just over 
one tenth of one per cent of total employment in BC. A 
2010 analysis of the GHG emission intensities of various 
jobs in BC found that emissions from mining and oil and 
gas extraction were equivalent to 522.6 tonnes CO2e per 
worker employed in the sector – more than 170 times 
the impact of the average job in the BC construction and 
forestry sectors.24

 > waste

Waste accounted for 5.8% of emissions in BC in 2008. 
Within the waste category, “solid waste disposal on 
land” (i.e. landfills) accounted for the vast bulk of emis-
sions. Methane, rather than carbon dioxide, accounted 
for most waste-related GHG emissions. Methane is a 
shorter lasting, but much more potent greenhouse gas 
than carbon dioxide.

Because of the growth of recycling and other waste 
diversion, reduction and management measures from 
the 1990s onward, the absolute increase in emissions 
from waste was notably lower than in some other sectors, 
and emissions from waste have actually declined slightly 
since peaking in 1997.

 > industrial Processes

Industrial processes were the source of about 5.5% of BC 
emissions in 2008. Aluminum and cement production 
together accounted for more than two thirds of emissions 
from industrial processes.

 > agriculture

Direct emissions from agriculture accounted for 3.68% 
of BC GHG emissions in 2008, with enteric fermentation 
from farm animals accounting for the largest component 
of this total. Total GHG emissions for agriculture as 
reported in the NIR are unintentionally misleading, in that 
many emissions associated with agricultural production, 
such as agricultural equipment and transportation, are 

recorded under the NIR’s energy category.

Fossil Fuel Industry Emissions

although not aggregated together in nir main tables, 

the scale and growth of fossil fuel industry related emis-

sions in bc is striking. in total, emissions from mining 

and fossil fuel industries rose 85% between 1990 and 

2008, with almost all of this 6.8 mt increase coming 

from the fossil fuel subsector. a 2007 aggregation of 

nir data by the provincial government found that fossil 

fuel production and extraction was responsible for 18% 

of total ghg emissions in bc, despite providing less than 

1% of employment.c 

c  bc ministry of energy, mines and Petroleum resources, Overview of Oil and Gas 
Development in BC (Powerpoint presentation, 2009),  www.empr.gov.bc.ca/
macr/communities/Provincialforum/documents/overview%20of%20oil%20
and%20gas%20development%20in%20bc%20-%20nov%2016%202009.pdf

http://www.empr.gov.bc.ca/MACR/communities/ProvincialForum/Documents/Overview%20of%20Oil%20and%20Gas%20Development%20in%20BC%20-%20Nov%2016%202009.pdf
http://www.empr.gov.bc.ca/MACR/communities/ProvincialForum/Documents/Overview%20of%20Oil%20and%20Gas%20Development%20in%20BC%20-%20Nov%2016%202009.pdf
http://www.empr.gov.bc.ca/MACR/communities/ProvincialForum/Documents/Overview%20of%20Oil%20and%20Gas%20Development%20in%20BC%20-%20Nov%2016%202009.pdf
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P a r t  3

context: employment trends in bc

Note: this section was written by Robert Duffy, with some research input from David Thompson.

Together with GHG trends reviewed in the previous 

section, employment trends in BC help provide the 

context for examining specific sectors and their green 

jobs capacity.

 > general trends

An overview of provincial trends in employment since 

the late 1980s offers evidence of the transition underway 

in the BC economy.

At the most general level, employment in services has 

grown steadily since the late 1980s, while jobs in goods 

producing sectors have remained relatively constant in 

absolute numbers, declining as a proportion of total 

employment.

More recently, this shift has been accompanied by 

a decline in full-time median earnings, 3.4% overall 

between 2000 and 2005 (constant dollars) and by more 

than 14% in some occupational categories.25

Unemployment has been relatively low through much 

of the past decade, but has risen significantly in the 

wake of the recent recession. Unemployment has been 

particularly severe in forestry-dependant regions of the 

province.

 > inclusion and equity

Even during the best times in the BC economy, many 

people have been excluded from participation in the 

workforce and a fair share in the province’s prosperity. 

Unemployment for BC’s aboriginal population remains 

high, with over 16% of off-reserve aboriginal people listed 

as unemployed in recent statistics, in contrast to a rate of 

just over 7% in BC’s non-aboriginal population.26 Poverty 

remains a serious problem in the province, and BC has 

now had the highest child poverty rate in Canada for six 

years in a row.27 While some progress has been made in 

pay equity, full-time, full-year median earnings for women 

in BC were only 75.8% of what male workers were paid 

in 2007, lagging behind both quebec and Manitoba.28
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 > employment trends by sector

Discussion of green job potential in the BC 
economy can be framed around four broad sectors 
of economic activity: manufacturing and resource 
extraction; building and construction; transporta-
tion; and clean energy/electricity generation. This 
section provide an overview of employment trends 
within those categories, and then moves on to 
examine employment trends in other sectors of 
the BC economy that have potential implications 
for green job creation.

Figure 3.2:  ComPonenTs oF BC goods 
ProduCing seCTor, 2009

manufacturing 36.69%

construction 43.75%

agriculture 7.68%

forestry and logging 
with support activities 3.11%

fishing, hunting and  
trapping 0.49%

mining and oil & gas 
extraction 5.42%

utilities 2.48%

Trade (Wholesale & Retail) 
20.36% 

Transportation and Warehousing 
6.35% 

Finance, Insurance, Real Estate and 
Leasing 

7.89% 

Professional, Scientific and 
Technical Services 

9.34% Business, 
Building and 

Other Support 
Services 

5.18% 

Educational Services 
8.95% 

Health Care and Social Assistance 
14.36% 

Information, culture and recreation 
6.59% 

Accommodation and food services 
9.49% 

Other services 
5.63% 

Public 
administration 

5.86% 

Figure 3.3: ComPonenTs oF BC serviCes ProduCing seCTor, 2009

source: statistics canada, labour force survey (unpublished data),  
prepared by bc stats, January 2010

source: statistics canada 
labour force survey 
(unpublished data, prepared 
by bc stats, January 2010)
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renewable resources

Renewable resources, especially forestry and fishing, 

have historically been at the core of the BC economy. 

While renewable resource industries will continue to be 

important and remain at the centre of some regional 

economies, their overall significance as a source of 

provincial employment has declined substantially in both 

relative and absolute terms.

Forestry and Related Industries

Forestry and closely tied industries in paper and wood 

products had a special importance in the development 

of the BC economy, and continue to remain central in a 

number of BC regions, including much of the Cariboo, 

Central and Northern Vancouver Island, and many 

communities in Northwestern BC. However, forestry 

and related industries now account for a relatively small 

percentage of total employment in the province (see 

Figure 3.4).

In 2009, forestry and logging directly employed just 

under 14,000 people in BC – down significantly from the 

24,000 employed in forestry in 1987 and even more so 

from the post-1990 high-point of 36,100 forestry jobs 

in 1995.29 Together with related manufacturing jobs 

in paper and wood products, 52,000 were employed 

in jobs tied to the BC forest sector in 2009 – not an 

insignificant number, but nonetheless only 2.3% of total 

employment.30 Though there have been some upticks 

along the way, total forestry-related employment has 

been stagnant or in decline through most of the past two 

decades, and has been in significant overall decline as 

a percentage of total BC employment. This decline has 

steepened dramatically since 2007, and the sector will 

likely face further challenges over the coming decades. 

Recent forecasts estimate the mountain pine beetle 

epidemic alone will lead to a further net loss of 11,250 

direct forestry jobs and up to 9,500 indirect jobs in the 

BC interior through to 2028.31

Multipliers and Job Creation

multipliers are simply tables of numbers that indicate how much of an impact an investment in a given sector will have 

on employment and gdP growth. constructed from economic models maintained by governments, they are the basis on 

which governments and industry make announcements like “this project will create 400 new jobs.”

when an investment is made in an industry, there are employment effects at three levels: direct, indirect and induced.

•	 direCT eFFeCTs are the jobs created in the industry where the investment is made.

•	 indireCT eFFeCTs are the jobs created in industries that supply the inputs to the industry where the investment is made.

•	 induCed eFFeCTs are the jobs created by spending of the workers noted above on other goods and services.

multiplier tables provide employment numbers measured in “person-years.” there is no standard for converting person-

years of employment into jobs, as different employment positions last for different periods of time. often, one person-year 

of employment is referred to as one job.

Forestry, wood products and paper manufacturing 
as a percentage of total BC employment
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Figure 3.4: ForesTry-relaTed emPloymenT
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Fishing

Commercial fishing was once a driving force in BC 
economy, but has been in long-term decline as a source of 
employment. The most recent statistics available (2005) 
at the time of writing indicate that a further 3,700 were 
employed in fish processing.32 A range of environmental 
and resource management problems have contributed 
to this decline, and disruption of spawning streams by 
‘run of river’ hydroelectric projects represent a potential 
further threat to BC’s commercial and aboriginal subsist-
ence fisheries.33

Note: After several bust years and closures, the salmon 
fishery has had a remarkable year in 2010. However, it is 
impossible to draw conclusions about its future based 
on this one year. 

non-renewable resources  
(minerals, fossil fuel extraction)

Oil and natural gas extraction account for the bulk of 
revenue in the non-renewable resource sector, and rose 
from 1.4% of BC GDP in 1997 to over 2% in 2009.34 Since 
2002, oil and gas extraction have accounted for a greater 
share of GDP than forestry and logging. However, the 
capital-intensive BC oil and gas industries are associated 
with surprisingly few jobs, with direct employment highly 
concentrated in only a few regions of the province.

These industries are associated with GHG emissions 
and other environmental problems vastly disproportion-
ate to their economic and employment impact in the 
province. While categories used to record emissions do 
not correspond exactly with those used in employment 
statistics, it is clear that fossil fuel industries in BC have a 
particularly high ratio of GHG emissions in relation to the 
number of jobs produced. According to an aggregation of 
2007 NIR data by the BC Ministry of Environment, fossil 
fuel production accounted for 18% of all GHG emissions 
in BC, while providing well under 1% of employment.35 
While indirect and induced employment have added to 
the total employment impact of fossil fuel industries, it is 
clear that these jobs come with very high environmental 
costs, especially in the absence of meaningful provincial 
mitigation efforts, such as carbon capture and storage.36

While fossil fuel extraction industries, especially 
natural gas, will likely continue to play a role in the BC 
economy, they probably will not account for significant 
employment growth and their expansion so far has been 
detrimental to efforts to reduce GHG emissions.37 Given 
these factors, current provincial government tax credits 
and other subsidies to these industries seem contrary 
to efforts to build a greener economy.

manufacturing

While the BC economy has not historically had the same 
emphasis on manufacturing as do the economies of 
Ontario and quebec, manufacturing industries related 
to resource processing have long played a key role in the 
provincial economy.

Manufacturing employment as a whole grew slowly 
and steadily from the 1990s until 2004, at which point 
it seems to have entered a period of decline/stagnation.

Part of this decline is because a significant portion of 
employment recorded as manufacturing is linked to the 
forest sector, i.e. wood products and paper production, 
where there have been recent steep drops in employ-
ment. Employment in wood product manufacturing, for 
example, dropped from 49,000 in 2003 to only 27,000 in 
2009. While employment in wood product manufactur-
ing has fluctuated in close response to demand in the US 
market and is expected to revive to some extent as market 
conditions improve, paper products may be on a longer 
downward trend. More than 22,000 were employed in 
paper manufacturing in BC in 1999, but by 2009 this slid 
to just 10,000, despite a brief revival from 2006 to 2008.

While forestry-related processing and manufactur-
ing have been hit hardest, employment in many other 
manufacturing subsectors was also stagnant or in decline 
between 1999 and 2009. Sectors registering the steepest 
declines included motor vehicle, body, trailer and parts 
manufacturing, which dropped from over 7,000 jobs in 
1999 to under 2,000 in 2009. Other examples include 
clothing manufacturing and primary metal manufactur-
ing, both of which saw employment cut in half during this 
period. One notable exception was food manufacturing, 
which grew from 18,000 in 1999 to over 25,000 in 2009.
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building and construction

Employment in construction has expanded dramatically 
since the late 1980s, and especially over the past decade. 
In 2000 about 110,000 were employed in the overall 
construction sector, but by 2008 in the lead-up to the 
2010 Olympics, construction employment soared to 
over 220,000. It fell to 195,000 in 2009. The majority of 
these jobs are in the trades, with a significant minority 
in office and white collar jobs.38

This existing capacity, and the potential for growth 
in green building construction and energy efficiency 
retrofits, make this sector potentially one of the strongest 
areas for growth of green jobs in BC, and one that has 
the potential for major gains both in employment and 
emissions reduction.

transportation

Transportation is both a major source of emissions in 
BC and a significant growth area of employment. Trans-
portation and warehousing accounted for about 5% of 
employment in BC in 2009, with more than a quarter of 
transport jobs in truck transport – the largest subsector in 
the category. While employment in truck transport grew 
by more than 50% between 1987 and 2009, employment 
in the lower-emission rail transport sector was cut in half 
during the same period, from over 11,000 in 1987 down 
to 5,400 in 2009.

Transit and ground passenger transportation was 
another high growth area of employment, rising from 
about 8,000 jobs in 1987 to over 20,000 by 2009 (and 
this employment growth is likely helping to reduce 
GHG emissions). Scenic and sightseeing transportation 
related to tourism also expanded significantly during this 
time, from around 12,000 jobs in 1987 up to 20,000 in 
2009.

It’s worth noting that employment related to personal 
automobile transport is not recorded in the NAICS 
transport category. However, motor vehicle dealerships 
and parts (27,000 jobs), gas stations (9,000 jobs) 
and a portion of BC’s small motor vehicle, body, trailer 
and parts manufacturing industry are tied closely to 
automobile transportation. Indirectly, a percentage of 
construction employment related to road building is also 
tied economically to the automobile industry.

electricity generation

Electricity generation is a high value industry in BC, 
and is also a relatively low source of emissions, thanks 
largely to BC’s abundant hydroelectric power generation. 
Operations in this sector, however, are not major source 
of employment.

Electricity generation is not recorded as such in avail-
able statistics, but has in the past accounted for about 
65% to 70% of employment in the utilities category. 
Employment related to utilities fluctuated in a range 
between a low of 8,000 jobs and high of 14,000 in 
the years between 1987 and 2009, with 12,700 utilities 
employees recorded in 2009, and within the range of 
8,000 to 9,000 employed in electricity generation. In 
total, electricity accounts for well under 1% of employ-
ment in BC, and when growth related to planned inde-
pendent power projects” (IPPs) is projected, even the 
most optimistic forecasts show operations in this sector 
accounting for a relatively small number of jobs.39

A greater number of jobs have historically been associ-
ated with engineering and construction in the electricity 
generation sector. In BC, most of these jobs occurred 
between the 1950s and 1970s, the major construction 
phase for hydroelectric dams and transmission infra-
structure in the province. The current provincial govern-
ment’s clean energy plan will create some construction 
employment in the building of small hydroelectric, geo-
thermal and solar projects, though this is not projected 
to have a significant impact on overall BC employment.40

One area of potential green job growth related to clean 
energy production is in manufacturing of equipment and 
technologies used in solar, geothermal, hydroelectric 
and other forms of clean electricity generation. Though 
some headway has been made in Ontario and quebec, 
Canada as a whole has been slow to develop technology 
and manufacturing associated with this sector, and has 
been largely dependent on imports of such technologies 
from Europe, the US and elsewhere.41
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other sectors with green Jobs Potential

Agriculture

Around 34,000 people in BC were employed directly in 
agricultural production in 2009, though a range of jobs 
recorded under transportation, food manufacturing, 
and wholesale and retail trade were also probably tied 
closely to this sector. Support for stronger local and 
regional agricultural production has the potential to 
reduce transportation related GHG emissions, create 
employment and increase food security in the province.

Service Sector

About 80% of employment in BC in 2009 was in the 
service sector, which has accounted for the bulk of 
employment growth in BC over the past two decades. A 
large number of jobs in the various service subsectors 
have low GHG emissions (although many are located 
in energy inefficient buildings or require automobile 
transportation, which does result in GHG emissions).

Health and Social Services

Health and social services has been one of the biggest 
areas of BC employment growth since the late 1980s. This 
sector accounted for just under 125,000 jobs in 1987, but 
rose to more than 260,000 by 2009.

Government and Public Sector

Public sector employment levels in BC have been rela-
tively flat and at times even in decline as a percentage 
of total employment over the past decade. Nonethe-
less, more than 106,000 people in BC worked in public 
administration in 2009, accounting for 4.7% of employ-
ment in the province, and significantly more in many 
BC communities. A strong public sector is important 
to transforming BC’s economy, and a range of public 
sector green jobs are possible in everything from energy 
efficiency inspections, to clean energy generation, to 
recycling and waste management.

High Technology Industries

High tech industries accounted for 80,000 jobs in the 
most recent available statistics.42 On average, these jobs 
were high value and often relatively high pay, comparable 
in those terms to traditional high value jobs in the forestry 
sector. Growth in high tech sector employment has been 
relatively slow in recent years, but growth in this area 
could offer opportunities for good quality, low emission 
jobs, and even direct green jobs.

Information, Culture and Recreation

Close to 120,000 people were employed in information, 
culture and recreation in 2009, including jobs in motion 
picture production, broadcasting, telecommunications, 
publishing, performing arts and heritage institutions. 
Again, many positions in this sector are good quality 
jobs with low GHG emissions profiles.

As shown in Part 2, BC’s GHG emissions have risen 
substantially in the past two decades – a time when they 
were supposed to be falling. And Part 3 shows that BC’s 
current employment picture is not particularly bright, 
particularly in rural areas.

These trend suggest that BC could benefit significantly 
from a program to create good, green jobs, by taking 
steps to reduce GHG emissions.

This report now turns to the sectors that appear most 
promising.
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P a r t  4

bc’s transportation sector:  
high emissions and rising

Any serious attempt to reduce GHG emissions in BC will 
need to address the transportation sector. Fortunately, 
doing so can create a lot of good, green jobs.

Transportation releases more GHG emissions than 
any other sector in BC, and those emissions increased 
by 39% between 1990 and 2008 – faster than the total 
provincial emissions increase of 32%.43

The transportation sector consumes 80%  
of the petroleum products used in BC.44

 > the big one: road transportation

Road transportation contributes the largest proportion of 
GHG emissions in the transportation sector, accounting 
for 60% of emissions. Road transportation emissions 
were up by 35% from 1990 to 2008.

In British Columbia, automobiles (cars, pickups and 
SUVs) are the most commonly-used mode of transpor-
tation.46 The majority of road transportation emissions 
are from automobiles, and the shift to SUVs and pickup 
trucks for personal use has significantly increased emis-
sions. While emissions from cars were almost static over 
the period 1990 to 2008, emissions from SUVs and other 
light-duty gasoline trucks rose by over 110% – this is now 
the largest component of road transportation emissions, 
and also larger than any non-road category. 

The other area of significant increases in road trans-
port GHG emissions is from heavy-duty diesel trucks.

These two areas of increase (light-duty gasoline trucks 
and heavy-duty diesel trucks) accounted for all of BC’s 
road transportation GHG emission increases, and then 
some.47 Clearly, reducing personal automobile and freight 
truck emissions will be vital to reducing GHG emissions 
in the transportation sector.

One proven method of reducing emissions is to 
require higher fuel efficiency in fossil-fuel powered motor 
vehicles. The BC government has said it will adopt higher 
standards when “and not before” California does.48 Under 
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the Obama administration, California has been given 
flexibility to set standards, which the Bush administra-
tion had denied. The Obama administration has also 
announced its own new federal efficiency standards, 
boosting average fuel efficiency and reducing CO2 emis-
sions from 295 grams per mile at 2012 to 250 grams by 
2016. Canada’s federal government has said it will do 
whatever the United States does.49

There is likely little more that can be expected in terms 
of vehicle fuel efficiency standards in BC.

Another potential method of reducing emissions is 
to shift vehicle energy sources away from fossil fuels. A 
change in technology, such as a switch toward hybrids 
or plug-in electric cars, would reduce GHG emissions.50 
As noted earlier, BC’s electricity generation is very low 
in GHG emissions. Canada-wide, each gasoline-powered 
car replaced by an electric car could save over 1.5 tonnes 
of GHG emissions per year.51 In BC, such a change could 
result in even greater GHG reductions, assuming electric-
ity supply continued to be low-GHG.

The City of Vancouver has reported it intends to 
develop an electric vehicle infrastructure, and approved 
a policy stating that new residential buildings must be 
built with 20% of parking spaces equipped to charge an 
electric vehicle.52

“We’ve moved very aggressively to bring in electric vehicle 
charging infrastructure regulations for Vancouver that is 
a first for North America.”

— Mayor Gregor Robertson53

Hybrids are in production, and there are many plug-in 
electric vehicles models slated for production in com-
ing years.54 Of course, a wholesale conversion of BC’s 
vehicle fleet to plug-in electric would require a major 
expansion in electricity generation and delivery capacity,55 
and/or a major reduction in other electricity uses. It is 
not clear that BC can accomplish a major generation 
expansion without serious financial costs, not to men-
tion environmental costs, under the current regulatory 
framework. Furthermore, BC Hydro notes that complete 
fleet conversion is not likely to occur in the near future, 
for a number of reasons.56 However, assuming BC’s 
electricity generation sector continues to contribute low 
GHG emissions in the future, replacing some of the 
gasoline fleet with electric vehicles would deliver GHG 
improvements.

 > transit and rail:  
efficient alternatives

As noted above, passenger vehicles contribute the 
majority of road transportation emissions; they account 
for almost double the emissions of aviation, navigation 
and railways combined. Heavy-duty diesel vehicles are 
also significant. Together, passenger vehicles and heavy-
duty diesel vehicles total 87% of road transportation 
emissions.

Apart from increasing (fossil-) fuel efficiency or switch-
ing fuels, as discussed above, the other way to reduce 
emissions is to reduce vehicle use.

While there are policy tools (some discussed below) 
that can help reduce excessive motor vehicle use, it is 
important to give drivers an alternative. Indeed, a major 
challenge in reducing use of motor vehicles in some 
locations is the scarcity of reasonable alternatives, which 
creates automobile dependency.

High-quality transit and rail can get some people 
out of their cars and some goods off of trucks. Moving 
more people onto transit and goods onto trains will 
reduce GHG emissions because transit and rail have 
significantly lower GHG emissions per passenger and 
per kg of freight moved.

On either an operational or a life-cycle basis, rail and 
metro systems cause half to a sixth of the emissions 
caused by cars and light trucks (see Figure 4.3). Diesel 
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buses, while less efficient at off-peak times, are even 
more efficient than rail at peak times. And electric buses 
are more efficient than any of the above – at peak times 
emitting only 1/20th of the emissions of pickup trucks 
(note that in BC, with low-GHG electricity, electric buses 
are even lower in emissions than this US-based study 
suggests). Aircraft are somewhat more efficient than 
automobiles, as they generally have greater occupancy. 
Notably, motorcycles do not have significantly lower 
GHG emissions than other motor vehicles when the full 
life-cycle is considered.57

Larger cities generally have more established transit 
systems,58 and the potential for expanding transit is 
higher in more densely populated cities, such as Van-
couver or Victoria. Between 2002 and 2006 transit trips 
in the Vancouver Metropolitan Area increased by 28%,59 
while population grew by only 6%. Of course, much more 
can be done even in Vancouver toward creating a network 
of fast, attractive transit options.

“Western Canadian cities are typically characterized 
by extensive urban sprawl, manifesting low density 
development which makes it extremely challenging for 
city planners to put in place the public transit systems 
that are necessary to ensure the efficient operation of 
urban areas.”

— Canada West Foundation60

Outside of the cores of larger cities, transit is less 
effective. In sprawling, less transit-accessible cities such 
as Abbotsford or kelowna, residents are heavily reliant 
on the use of automobiles. Even low-density sprawl 
around Vancouver makes it difficult and costly to imple-
ment effective transit services in these areas; riders are 
dispersed and travelling to many different locations.

However, transit can be useful in such areas too. 
Transit can help to shape new development and re-
shape existing communities. LRT and subway systems, 
for instance, create nodes of higher density at their 
stops. Bus lines and street cars create ribbons of higher 
density along their routes. High quality transit raises the 
value of nearby land, thus attracting more development 
and density. In turn, this increased density can make 
transit systems more efficient, alleviating the demand 
for automobile use, increasing operating revenues and 
even providing an opportunity to offset the cost of the 
transit expansions.61

Both large cities and smaller cities operate bus sys-
tems, and these systems can be improved immediately 
by accelerating the repair and rehabilitation of bus fleets. 
This will increase service hours by maximizing fleet 
usability, thereby ramping up ridership, and paving the 
way for a more efficient, expanded system in future years.

Figure 4.3: TransPorT gHg emissions: oPeraTion-only, and Full liFe-CyCle

note: full life cycle includes active operation (red) and several other non-operational components, the largest of which vary by mode, but include 
vehicle manufacturing, infrastructure construction and operation, and fuel production (pink). motorcycles are average of 2-cylinder, 4-cylinder 
and sport bike; aircraft are average of medium and large; metro and commuter rail are averages of four and three reported.

source: m. chester and a. horvath, “life-cycle energy and emissions inventories for motorcycles, diesel automobiles, school buses, electric buses, chicago rail, and 
new york city rail” (uc berkely center for future urban transport, 2009) www.its.berkeley.edu/publications/ucb/2009/vwp/ucb-its-VwP-2009-2.pdf. 
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Physically separated bus-only lanes can also be built 

to create express rapid-bus systems and improve service 

quality. Ottawa’s Transitway system now forms the back-

bone of the Ottawa transit system and carries 240,000 

passengers per day.62 Rapid bus systems have been built 

in many countries.63

Major Canadian cities are proceeding with LRT expan-

sions. The City of Calgary has signaled that it intends to 

increase transit service by 300,000 hours by 2012. It also 

plans to expand its LRT system to include a new western 

leg,64 as part of a job-creating stimulus package,65 to be 

operational by December 2012. Edmonton also has LRT 

expansion plans, with seven new connections being built, 

two new routes that have been approved for building, 

and several platform extensions to accommodate longer 

trains.66 The Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area is plan-

ning an aggressive expansion of transit, with $2 billion 

investments each year for 25 years.67

The up-front cost of a major transit expansion 

investment would be partly repaid by financial returns 

to the government – through the taxes paid by the tens 

of thousands of workers employed. It would also be 

offset by improved competitiveness and environmental 

improvements:

“[A]n inefficient transit system incurs costs to all levels 
of government due to the loss of city competitiveness 
and the increase of environmental problems such as car 
exhaust, road congestion, and the loss of green/farm 
space and developable land.”68

In addition to city-based transit, there has been 

growing ridership for passenger rail, clearly visible on 

the Amtrak Cascades trains. The Seattle to Portland and 

Seattle to Vancouver trains have seen an increase in rider-

ship of nearly 18% over 2009. Current ridership is now 

up to a record high of over 390,000 total passengers.69

Just as establishing good transit systems can provide 

automobile drivers with an alternative, improving marine 

and rail freight systems can also provide shippers with 

an alternative, taking some polluting trucks off the road. 

BC’s Climate Action Team Report notes that rail and 

marine shipping release lower levels of GHGs than truck-

based freight shipping.70 A US study noted that marine 

barges produced a quarter the emissions of equivalent 

truck shipping.71

And of course, expanding transit and efficient freight 

systems can put people to work.

 > the Potential for green Jobs in bc

Vehicle fuel efficiency and electric vehicles are not likely 
to create significant numbers of green jobs in BC, as 
vehicle manufacturing is done elsewhere. Installation of 
infrastructure needed to power electric vehicles could cre-
ate green jobs, depending on the infrastructure needed. 
The use of biodiesel (based on waste) could create some 
green jobs if the fuel is produced locally.

The more immediate and larger number of jobs is 
in expansion of transit and efficient freight movement.

According to the Canadian Urban Transit Association 
(CUTA), Canada’s public transit systems already account 
for around 70,000 direct and indirect green jobs and reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions by 2.4 million tonnes annually.72

The provincial government can significantly expand 
BC’s public transit systems, boosting long-term usage, 
and creating green jobs. Likewise, high-speed rail has the 
potential to create green jobs, and also improve the local 
and regional economy by creating connections between 
labour markets, business services and tourism. Jobs, 
wages, business sales and value added are reported to 
significantly increase with the introduction of high-speed 
rail services.73

As discussed below, the Cascadia high-speed rail 
project has been proposed to connect the Pacific North-
west, running from Oregon State to Vancouver. This 
high-speed rail corridor has the potential to relieve traffic 
congestion, reduce commuting time, decrease pollution 
and create jobs.

number of Jobs

Transit creates a lot of jobs per dollar of investment. 
Multipliers74 (see Multipliers and Job Creation on page 20) 
for some of BC’s industry sectors are suppressed by the 
BC government “due to requirements of the Statistics 
Act,” and transit is one of those industries.75 However, 
the federal government does maintain and release direct 
and indirect job multipliers for BC that include multipli-
ers the BC government suppresses. Transit and ground 
passenger transportation creates 18.5 direct and indirect 
person-years of employment per $1 million invested. With 
induced employment, the number would be even higher. 
This compares very favourably with employment from 
oil and gas extraction (1.8 person-years per $1 million 
invested) or forestry and logging (7 person-years).
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The number of jobs created in transit expansion would 
depend on the extent of the expansion. Two Canadian 
publications provide estimates of the need for expansion. 
The first was based on a survey of Canadian transit sys-
tem operators, and found that a $53.5 billion investment 
was needed over a four-year period to repair existing infra-
structure and build new infrastructure to meet demand.76 
The second examined the economic need for transit in 
Canada, and recommended a major investment in order 
to reduce congestion, make mobility more affordable, 
and spur community development. This study found 
that an economically optimal investment would be $71.3 
billion in capital spending (over five years), and $49.4 
billion in operations and maintenance (over 30 years). 
This investment would generate economic net benefits 
of about $118 billion.77

These two studies – one being a ground-up assess-
ment of needs of existing transit systems, and the other 
a top-down economic analysis of optimal transit delivery 
– provide a fairly consistent picture of the investment 
need.78 Assuming that this need is distributed evenly 
across Canada,79 the new investment needed in BC would 
be in the neighbourhood of $7 billion to $9 billion in 
capital investment over the next four to five years, and 
a further $6 billion in operations and maintenance over 
30 years.

The 2008 BC Provincial Transit Plan does anticipate 
expansion in LRT in the Lower Mainland, as well as bus 
and rapid bus system expansions there and elsewhere. 
It anticipates a lower rate of capital spending, though 
extending it further into the future.80

On the assumption of spending $7 billion to $9 billion 
over four to five years on construction, around 25,000 to 
26,000 jobs can be created during this period (99,000 
to 132,000 person-years employment).81

On the assumption of spending $6 billion in opera-
tions and maintenance over 30 years, about 3,930 jobs 
can be created that would last 30 years (about 117,990 
person-years employment).82

Building a high-speed rail link between Vancouver and 
Washington State would also create many green jobs. The 
Obama green jobs stimulus program has made billions 

of dollars available for rail improvements in the US, 
which may boost the political chances of high-speed rail 
along this corridor. The mayors of Vancouver, Portland 
and Seattle recently signed an agreement to pursue high 
speed rail between their three cities.83

Based on high-speed rail studies, one analysis sug-
gested that the Canadian investment in such a system 
might need to be on the order of $2 billion. That report 
also noted that only $140 million is allocated for initial 
improvements.84 A US study suggested that $1 billion 
would need to be spent on the Canadian side of the 
border merely to upgrade service (not provide high-
speed rail).85

Conservatively assuming an investment of $1 
billion in rail upgrades on the Canadian side of the 
border, approximately 11,500 person-years employment 
could be created in the construction of the rail link.86 

 If $2 billion were invested, the construction total would 
be around 23,000 person-years employment. Additional 
jobs would be created in long-term operation and 
maintenance.

Combining the recommended transit capital invest-
ment, operations & maintenance, and the improvement 
of Vancouver–Washington rail, a total of roughly 230,000 
to 270,000 person-years employment could be created.

Job areas and representative Jobs

Transit expansion provides job potential in such areas 

as manufacturing (e.g. railways, buses, trams), infra-

structure provision (e.g. tracks, signals, stations) and 

design, planning and running of the systems. This 

industry also allows for jobs within land-use planning, 

ensuring the greatest efficiency and usability of public 

transit systems.87

Representative jobs in transit include civil engineers, 

rail track layers, electricians, welders, metal fabricators, 

engine assemblers, bus drivers, dispatchers, mainte-

nance personnel, route planners, locomotive engineers, 

railroad conductors, and front-line transportation staff, 

coordinators and supervisors.88

TaBle 4.1: esTimaTed BC green JoBs (Based on TransiT imProvemenT reCommendaTions)

Jobs for full period Person-years employment

short term: 4 to 5 years 24,800 to 26,400 99,000 to 132,000

long term: 30 years 3,930 117,990
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 > implications for bc’s ghg emissions

A movement away from personal vehicles would relieve 
traffic congestion, reduce vehicle travel time and lessen 
fuel combustion from personal transportation, thereby 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions.89 As noted above, 
public transit causes roughly one half to one sixth of the 
GHG emissions of passenger automobile travel.

Another benefit of transit expansion is its role in 
helping to create denser ribbons and nodes of develop-
ment, and thereby rein in sprawl. Living in a city area can 
typically result in 70% lower per capita GHG emissions 
than living in the suburbs.90

One study modelled GHG reductions from green 
economy investments across Canada. It found that fuel-
efficiency standards and the above-noted investments in 
transit could reduce Canada’s transportation emissions 
by 21 MT CO2e. BC’s share of this, based on population 
ratios, would be on the order of 2.6 MT CO2e – about 
10% of BC’s current transportation-related GHG emis-
sions. Of course, greater reductions are possible with 
more stringent standards and greater transit investment.

“A ‘green’ fiscal stimulus can provide an effective boost 
to the economy, increasing labour demand in a timely 
fashion, while at the same time building the foundations 
for sound, sustainable and strong growth in the future.”91

 > bc government Policy

To create green jobs, the BC government could make sig-
nificant investments in public transit, as discussed above. 
It could also pursue regulatory and incentive systems to 
encourage transit demand, such as pay-as-you-drive auto 
insurance (linking insurance fees to distance driven), 
tolls and other pricing systems. It could also pursue 
policies to reduce sprawl92 and encourage cycling- and 
pedestrian-friendly development (thereby creating jobs 
in construction, planning and other sectors).

Other jurisdictions are now accelerating spending on 
transit. For instance:

•	 The US is planning to spend over $17 billion in 
federal funds on transit, including high-speed 
inter-city rail, in addition to tax exemptions for 
employer-provided public transit benefits.93

•	 California is building out its high-speed rail, and 

in addition to federal funds has committed state 

funds of $9.95 billion.94

•	 China aims to create the world’s largest high-

speed rail network, and is building 100 new high-

speed trains – the longest high-speed trains in 

the world. China’s rail lines are expected to carry 

5 billion annual passengers by 2020.95

•	 Britain aims to build the fastest train service in 

the world within 12 years.96

•	 Spain’s high-speed rail network is already signifi-

cantly reducing car and air travel and thus carbon 

emissions; on a per-passenger basis, the rail trip 

from Madrid to Barcelona causes one fourth the 

carbon emissions of a flight. Spain plans to invest 

CDN$180 billion building 10,000 km of track in 

the coming 12 years, and by 2020 plans to have 

spent $80 billion of its transportation budget on 

rail transport.97

 > discussion

Beyond stronger standards, what approaches should 

the government take to encourage cleaner vehicles and 

fuels?

Should the government invest in the expansion of 

transit?

•	 If so, should the investment be to the levels 

suggested in studies noted above, i.e. $7 

billion to $9 billion of capital investment over 

four to five years, and a further $6 billion in 

operations and maintenance over 30 years?

•	 Should the investment be higher? Or lower? 

Should it carry on in future years?

Should the financing for such investments be gener-

ated by higher future carbon pricing revenues, as dis-

cussed below in Cross-Cutting Strategies?

Should other mechanisms be used, such as pay-as-

you-drive or other road use pricing systems, or policies 

to tackle sprawl?
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P a r t  5

electricity generation  
and conservation

Renewable electricity generation is another prominent 
theme in the green jobs literature. Replacing fossil-fuelled 
electricity generation with wind power, solar, geothermal, 
and other renewable sources is an essential step to reduc-
ing GHG emissions in many jurisdictions.

In the United States, for instance, fossil fuel combus-
tion generates over 70% of electricity – the large majority 
of that being from GHG-intensive coal.98 Likewise, in 
Alberta, the majority of electricity generation is from coal, 
with a significant portion from natural gas.99 Currently,100 
Alberta’s largest source of GHG emissions is not the tar 
sands, but coal-fired electricity generation.

It is this high level of GHG-producing electricity gen-
eration that has resulted in the emphasis on renewable 
electricity generation in the green jobs literature (most 
of that literature is produced in the US). Discussions in 
some other parts of Canada are also characterized by con-
siderable attention to renewable electricity generation.101

However, BC is significantly different.
Unlike many other jurisdictions, BC’s electricity gen-

eration sector has very low GHG emissions. About 93% 
of BC’s electricity comes from hydroelectric generation102 
and existing hydro generation has very low levels of GHG 
emissions – around 3% to 5% of those of natural gas.103 
The next largest sources of electricity in BC – natural gas 
and waste and biomass (6% and 1% respectively) – have 
low levels of GHG emissions compared to coal. Diesel 
oil (0.2%) contributes the remainder of BC’s electricity.

As a result, the electricity generation sector overall 
produces less than 3% of BC’s total GHG emissions. 
In comparison, Alberta’s electricity generation sector 
– serving a smaller population – produces 35 times as 
much. Even Saskatchewan’s electricity generation sector, 
serving just a million people, produces more than 10 
times the GHG emissions of BC’s sector.

So, compared to other jurisdictions, there is not much 
room to move in reducing BC’s current GHG emissions 
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from electricity generation. Certainly, some reductions are 
possible, e.g. in natural gas combustion, but nothing like 
the scale of the reductions available in other jurisdictions.

Of course, there is an argument that BC’s electricity 
generation capacity needs to be expanded to accom-
modate potentially higher future levels of demand. BC 
Hydro forecasts demand to grow by up to 45% over the 
next 20 years.104

However, there is a good argument that more could 
be done to conserve electricity and constrain that growth 
in demand. As noted in the COPE 378 submission to the 
Jobs, Justice Climate Conference, “There is an extraordi-
nary amount of conservation potential in BC.”

 > conservation:  
demand management

“The first and best way of meeting our province’s growing 
electricity needs is to conserve more, and we must make 
sure BC Hydro’s rates are designed to meet that goal.”

— BC Hydro 105

There are two ways to address any gap between 
demand and supply: managing supply or managing 
demand. In the case of electricity, managing supply 
means building new generation capacity. Managing 
demand means using policies to reduce electricity con-
sumption among citizens and firms.106

Demand management (sometimes call demand-side 
management, or DSM) is often termed the cheapest, eas-
iest form of energy, and it certainly is the least polluting.

“It is generally understood that DSM programs can be 
effective in reducing energy demand at lower cost than 
the construction of new power plants to meet growing 
electricity needs.”

— Power Smart Employment Impacts107

A key component of demand management is pricing. 
As with anything that can be bought or sold, citizens and 
firms will use less energy if prices are higher, or more if 
prices are lower.

The amount of energy used can be reduced to any 
targeted level by raising the price to different degrees. 
This is why setting an appropriate price is a key element 
of demand-side management.

BC Hydro’s demand management programs108 do 
not include overall pricing (also termed rate setting).109 
Overall, BC Hydro rates are among the lowest in North 
America.110 This is not BC Hydro’s fault; the utility has 
been required by the provincial government to limit its 
rate increases to those needed to cover its financial costs. 
As BC Hydro states:

“Increasing rates will result in customers choosing to 
purchase less electricity, relative to what would have 
been purchased otherwise. Decreasing rates will result 
in customers choosing to purchase more electricity. BC 
Hydro has to set its rates to generate enough revenue 
to meet its costs. This means that when some rates are 
increased, others have to be decreased.”111

While BC Hydro can adjust some rates up and others 
down to create inclining block rate structures (which it 
has done – see below),112 it cannot raise rates overall. 
Furthermore, although the financial costs of generation 
can be covered by BC Hydro’s rates, the social costs, 
GHG costs and other environmental costs (apart from 
the costs of the carbon tax) of generation and transmis-
sion are excluded from the rates. Rates are kept artificially 
low by this social and environmental subsidy, and conse-
quently BC’s electricity demand is higher than it should 
be, and is poised to increase significantly.

Not surprisingly, many participants in BC Hyrdo’s 
First Nations and Stakeholder Engagement “expressed 
interest in considering new designs for rate structures 
that, if implemented, might encourage conservation.”113

bc                                  alberta                      saskatchewan

Jargon: Conservation and Efficiency

conservation and efficiency are similar terms that tend 

to cause confusion.

energy is used to provide energy services, like light, 

heat or motion. energy conservation is the goal of 

using less energy overall. this goal can be achieved by 

either (a) reducing consumption of energy services, 

or (b) boosting efficiency – consuming the same level 

of energy services, but employing less energy to do so.

an example of the former is turning off a light when 

leaving the home. an example of the latter is replacing 

an incandescent light bulb with a compact fluorescent 

bulb.
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Instead of limiting rates to the financial costs, the BC 
government could allow BC Hydro to set its overall rates 
to address the social and environmental costs of electricity 
supply and transmission and to encourage conservation.114 
Such a policy could boost uptake of existing demand 
management programs. In general, conservation pro-
grams that rely on voluntary reductions are less effective 
and efficient.115 With higher electricity prices, a range of 
energy-efficient goods and industrial processes that are 
not currently cost-effective would immediately become 
cost-effective.

Such a policy could even eliminate the need for expan-
sions, or create a surplus of electricity that could be 
exported.

It could also create a lot of green jobs, as discussed 
below.

An Essential Point: Making Demand Management Fair

it is essential that demand management be done in a way that is fair, and certainly that can be done.

first, demand management rates should apply not just to residents, but also to industrial and commercial users. although 

some of their costs will be passed along to consumers, they will have an incentive to reduce excessive consumption when 

rates rise to appropriate levels (existing industrial rates are significantly lower than residential rates.)

the impact of raising electricity prices across the board would be felt most by lower-income people, which is regressive 

and unfair. fortunately, this is not inevitable; pricing structures can be designed to protect lower-income people.

for one thing, the price per unit consumed (for any utility) can be made to vary based on the amount consumed. it can be 

lower for moderate amounts used and high for higher levels of consumption, where there is even more incentive needed 

for conservation. such an inclining block rate structure reduces excessive consumption and waste. it also can effectively 

result in progressive income redistribution.

bc hydro already uses an inclining block structure for industry, as well as for residential consumers (residential rates are 

6.27 cents per kwh for the first 1,350 kwh, and 8.78 cents for the balance). this structure can be made more progressive, 

with higher rates at the top end, and more steps, or a combination of these. the “basic charge” of 13.41 cents a day, which 

does not vary with consumption, could be reduced.

as another way of making the distributional effects of price increases more progressive, prices can be adjusted directly 

for income (e.g. to rebate a portion of the costs for lower-income households), or for the value or size of a property, or for 

the number of people in a residence (in order to encourage densification).

rebating based on income can sometimes be administratively expensive, or even demeaning to recipients depending on 

the design of the system. another option is to offset costs by providing good social programs, subsidies for basic energy 

efficiency improvements, or even transit subsidies financed by the extra revenues collected.

 > discussion

•	 Should the government allow and require 
BC Hydro to set overall rates (industrial and 
residential) to encourage conservation?

•	 If so, what should it do to protect 
lower income people?
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 > clean generation if necessary 
(but not necessarily)

In the event that electricity conservation and demand 
management is not pursued using overall pricing, there 
would be a need to consider how added generation 
capacity could be created.

If more generation is going to be pursued, renewables 
should be at the top of the list. According to one study, 
BC is already leading Canada’s “shift to green” in renew-
able energy infrastructure investment.120 The government 
estimates that the province has the potential to generate 
over 33,500 MW from wind and hydro sources,121 with 
further amounts available from other sources such as 
geothermal, ocean waves and tidal energy. It has set a 
policy of zero net GHG emissions from new generation 
projects.122

BC can get past a common barrier to large-scale expan-
sion of wind and solar energy: intermittency. Solar and 
wind don’t produce electricity at all times, so in many 
regions there are limits to how much solar and wind 
capacity can be used. Sometimes natural gas turbines 
are ramped up or down to accommodate wind and 
solar fluctuations. However, BC’s abundant hydro power 
capacity could be employed to help integrate solar and 
wind energy into the grid through “dam uprating,”123 a 
role that could be supplemented by car batteries if plug-in 
electric cars become widely adopted. 

Another study estimated that BC’s clean and alter-
native energy sector (which includes the renewable 
energy, bioenergy and hydrogen fuel cells subsectors) 
was responsible for $4.9 billion in direct GDP in 2008, 
which is equivalent to 44% of the province’s total green 
GDP. However, this sector is not particularly employment 
intensive compared to other green sectors. It accounts 
for just over 21,500 direct full-time jobs, representing 
18% of BC’s green sector jobs.124

current Plans – Private ownership

BC’s generation-expansion strategy is based on inde-
pendent power producers (IPPs), and the IPP plans 
are controversial; they involve massive subsidies to the 
private sector while imposing dubious constraints on BC 
Hydro’s operations and decision-making.125 The IPP plans 

relating to run-of-river power generation are also divisive, 
potentially pitting environmentalists who are concerned 
about BC’s rivers against those who argue that renewable 
electricity generation expansion is necessary.126

The case against BC’s current approach of expanding 
privatized, for-profit power production also raises issues 
of excessive profits and private rent capture, the problems 
with subsidizing exports, the fact that artificially low 
electricity prices attract electricity-intensive industries, 
and the need to keep the public interest foremost in 
decision-making. These and other issues related to 
renewable energy were explored in the COPE 378 brief 
for the Jobs, Justice, Climate Conference.

There also is a good chance that many of the IPP 
projects won’t succeed; more than half are now predicted 
to fail.127 Also, there are serious concerns that BC will be 
unable to sell IPP power to California; California’s future 
electricity demand is uncertain while supplies may be 
growing.128 Also, it appears doubtful that California will 
agree to characterize BC’s run-of-river power as renew-
able energy.129

Public and cooperative ownership

A serious concern about IPPs is the public subsidy to 
private, for-profit developments. There is a strong argu-
ment that any renewable energy developments should 
be publicly-owned or community-owned.

Public ownership would allow BC to retain financial 
surpluses, rather than having them go to corporate share-
holders, many of whom don’t live in BC (for instance, 
the majority of revenues from BC’s largest IPP goes to 
G.E.).130 Public ownership can also allow for prioritiza-
tion of conservation, instead of profit maximization (and 
consumption maximization),131 though not all public 
systems do so.

There has been significant cooperative and community 
ownership of electrical utilities in both the United States132 
and Canada.133 Such ownership can provide a mechanism 
for education about, and promotion of, energy efficiency 
and conservation. It can provide local jobs and mobilize 
local investment, giving users and neighbours a stake in 
the project and in ensuring its success.134
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 > discussion

•	 Should any renewable generation capacity be 

offered first to community/cooperative ownership?

•	 Should any renewable generation 

capacity be purely public?

•	 Why?

While operation of existing hydro or other renewable 

power can be GHG-free or close to it, creation of new 

capacity is not. Over its life cycle, new capacity creation 

releases GHG emissions in the manufacture of equip-

ment and materials (like concrete and steel), land use 

change (e.g. if flooding is required), and recycling or 

disposal of equipment and materials. Hydro projects 

can also damage rivers and fisheries – perhaps costing 

more fishery workers their jobs.

In terms of environmental impact, conservation is 

better than generating more power, no matter how it 

is generated.

 > the Potential for green Jobs in bc

demand management green Jobs

As noted earlier, demand management can create green 

jobs. How many?

A recent study estimated that BC Hydro’s 2008 

demand management plans would create about 140,000 

person-years employment over 30 years, with these jobs 

being distributed throughout the regions of BC.135

These demand management plans (which were not 

adopted) would have reduced incremental demand by 

72% from baseline levels. If the demand management 

target were increased to 100%, the number of jobs 

would be higher. Assuming the same ratio of jobs to 

demand reduction, this would mean roughly 200,000 

person-years employment.136

In addition, the higher rates would generate a surplus 

revenue stream. This could be legislatively required to be 

invested in creating other green jobs, such as in transit 

expansion or energy-efficiency retrofits to buildings.137 It 

could also be applied to boost income supports and pay 

for other programs for lower-income people.

electricity generation Jobs

Renewable energy development creates far more jobs per 

dollar invested and per unit of energy obtained than fossil 

fuel energy. Wind creates up to three times as many jobs 

as coal-fired and gas-fired electricity, and solar creates as 

much as 10 times as many jobs.138 Spain, Germany and 

the US are growing out their renewable energy industries 

quickly, and Ontario and PEI are following suit.139

The Green Energy Act for Ontario has set aggressive 

targets concerning clean energy: it aims to install 25,000 

MW of renewable energy by 2025.140 Ontario’s shift toward 

clean energy is partly driven by a commitment to eliminate 

coal-fired generation. The Ontario government is propos-

ing an investment of $18.6 billion over a 10-year green 

energy program, intended to generate around 35,000 

clean energy jobs for that period.141

The number of jobs that could be created by BC’s 

investment in clean energy generation would depend 

upon the amount of the investment. However, as noted 

earlier, the generation sector is more capital intensive 

than employment intensive. Generation is also less 

labour-intensive than demand management.

“Generally, DSM investments are more labour-intensive, 
creating jobs that are geographically dispersed, spread 
over many small firms and ongoing in nature. Capital-
intensive supply-side projects tend to focus their 
employment in shorter-term jobs, specialized companies 
in population centres, and professional occupations such 
as planning and engineering.”

— Power Smart Employment Impacts, BC Hydro142

Thus, the number of jobs that could be created by 

expanding supply would be less than the number from 

demand management (roughly 200,000 person-years, 

as noted above).

More fundamentally, there is a valid question about 

whether renewable electricity generation jobs – in the BC 

context and existing regulatory framework – would be 

green jobs. Given that (a) the need for electricity genera-

tion expansion has not been proven (in terms of either 

electricity requirements or GHG reductions), (b) creating 
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new capacity generates GHG emissions, and (c) some 
of the IPP expansions proposed could harm BC’s rivers 
and fisheries, it is far from clear that such jobs could be 
accurately termed “green jobs.”

Recommendations for a better framework for new 
renewable energy generation have been proposed by 
a coalition of leading BC environmental groups. In a 
December 2009 statement, Recommendations for Respon-
sible Clean Electricity Development in British Columbia, 
these groups offered six basic recommendations on 
the direction the BC government should take in clean 
electricity planning and development:143

•	 Ensuring that energy conservation and efficiency 
is the highest priority;

•	 Making BC’s electricity supply as clean, renewable 
and low-impact as possible;

•	 Adopting a renewable electricity planning frame-
work that limits environmental, social and eco-
nomic impacts, and maximizes public benefit.

•	 Reforming water licensing, land leasing decisions 
and governance;

•	 Strengthening the environmental assessment 
process, addressing and managing cumulative 
effects, and improving monitoring and compliance 
performance; and

•	 Developing an informed consensus about the 
conditions under which renewable electricity could 
be exported from BC, if at all.

representative Jobs

Representative jobs in these areas include:

•	 CONSERVATION AND EFFICIENCY: Engineering, 
construction, repair, maintenance, trucking, ware-
housing, administration, inspections, auditing 
and electricians.

•	 WIND POWER: Environmental engineers, iron and 
steel workers, millwrights, sheet metal workers, 
machinists, electrical equipment assemblers, 
construction equipment operators, industrial 
truck drivers, industrial production managers, 
first-line production supervisors, and assemblers.

•	 SOLAR POWER: Electrical engineers, electricians, 
industrial machinery mechanics, welders, metal 
fabricators, electrical equipment assemblers, 
construction equipment operators, installation 
helpers, labourers, and construction managers.144

 > implications for bc’s ghg emissions

As noted earlier, given BC’s low electricity-generation 
GHG emissions, at present there is relatively little 
potential for domestic GHG reductions in the electricity 
generation sector. The government’s policy direction is 
that existing thermal generation power plants will have 
zero net GHG emissions by 2016, and any new projects 
are also to have zero net GHGs.145

However, the equipment and materials with which any 
new renewable capacity would be built will have embed-
ded GHG emissions; GHGs will be released during their 
creation, shipping and installation.

Conservation, in contrast to renewable generation, 
might not cause any GHG emissions. Reducing the 
consumption of energy services releases no GHGs (it 
actually reduces them). However, to the extent that 
conservation relies upon energy efficiency that entails 
acquisition of new equipment or materials (as opposed 
to reduced consumption of services),146 it could entail 
embedded GHGs.

It is unclear to what extent firms and citizens would 
reduce consumption of energy services, as opposed to 
acquiring new energy-efficient products, to reduce their 
overall consumption. However, unlike acquiring new 
products, reducing consumption is free of cost and 
so it would be the logical first place to turn. Thus, it is 
likely that GHG emissions from conservation would be 
quite low.

In any event, the life-cycle emissions for durable 
goods (whether generation capacity or energy efficient 
products) tend to be small compared to their operational 
emissions.

“Decreasing energy use is the smartest, cheapest and 
cleanest way to meet electricity demand.”147
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 > bc government Policy

A number of key factors characterize the potential for 
green jobs policy in the BC electricity context:

•	 Very low current GHG emissions from electricity 
generation;

•	 The potential for effective demand manage-
ment (using pricing) to reduce and even elimi-
nate potential future electricity consumption 
increases;

•	 Higher job-creation from demand management 
than from supply-side projects; and

•	 Potential GHG emissions and environmental 
harm from new generation capacity, including 
renewable capacity.

In light of these factors, there are a number of pos-
sible policies the BC government could adopt regarding 
conservation, generation and job-creation to maximize 
green jobs and GHG emission reductions.

 > discussion

Should the BC government adopt some, all or none of 
the following policies?

•	 Establish a moratorium on further expansions 
in electricity generation capacity.

•	 Boost the government’s target of acquiring at least 
66% of BC Hydro’s 2020 incremental resource 
needs via conservation, upward to 100%.

•	 Allow and require BC Hydro to use the 
full range of demand management 
tools (including overall pricing).

•	 Require that electricity rate structures 
reward conservation

•	 Require that rates and revenue dispositions 
protect lower-income consumers from 
adverse economic impacts.

•	 Allocate surplus revenues from higher electricity 
rates to green job creation programs, and 
income supports, transit subsidies and other 
programs to help lower-income people.

Are there other policies the government should adopt?
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P a r t  6

bc’s building sector: opportunities

Improving the energy efficiency of BC’s buildings is the 
fastest way to reduce energy consumption and GHG 
emissions, and create green jobs – lots of them. Indeed, 
it could create good green jobs this year for tens of 
thousands of British Columbians who have lost their 
jobs in the recession.

BC families, businesses, public agencies and non-
profits all occupy buildings that consume energy and 
cause GHG emissions. By increasing energy efficiency in 
homes and buildings, they could consume significantly 
less energy, thereby reducing emissions and saving 
money they could spend on higher priorities. Energy 
efficiency is one of the most attractive green jobs policy 
areas because the money saved on reducing energy 
consumption can cover the full costs of the investments, 
and then some.

BC’s residential, commercial and institutional 
buildings together emit more than 7,700 kt CO2e per 
year – more than BC’s manufacturing industry.148 It is a 
significant amount and it can be significantly reduced 
with effective energy efficiency measures.

The BC Energy Efficiency Buildings Strategy aims to 
reduce the energy demand for households by 20% by 
2020.149 Significant policy change will be required to 
achieve that goal, and yet more is possible.

 > new buildings

It is more cost effective to build energy efficiency into 
new buildings than to retrofit them after the fact. BC’s 
population is projected to steadily increase over the next 
30 years,150 and a growing population inevitably requires 
new housing construction. It makes sense to improve 
the standards for new buildings, as they will be with us 
20, 50 or more years into the future.

BC’s building code sets standards for new construc-
tion and for some major renovations. The code can be 
improved to require higher standards, e.g. for insulation, 
window and door performance, heating and cooling 
system efficiency. The provincial government is in the 
process of greening the provincial building code. It aims 
to require the energy performance of new houses to be 
equivalent to EnerGuide 80 in 2011, and for homes to be 
solar-hot-water-ready (where practical) in 2010.151 BC’s 
Climate Action Team recommended the government 
require EnerGuide 90 by 2020, and update the building 
code every three years.152

It is possible to boost these standards, and to develop 
standards further into the future.
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 > existing building retrofits

Although ensuring new buildings are efficient is a priority, 

the majority of buildings that will exist in the next few 

decades have already been built. Many could be retrofit-

ted and made significantly more energy efficient.

Investment programs in energy efficiency retrofits 

are rolling out across North America, with objectives of 

creating green jobs and reducing energy consumption 

and GHG emissions. Portland’s 10-year Clean Energy 

Works retrofit program anticipates the creation of around 

10,000 direct jobs.153 A New York green jobs program, 

Green Homes New York, aims to retrofit one million 

houses in five years and is expected to create 120,000 

direct and induced job-years, which is equivalent to 

over 14,000 full-time jobs.154 The City of Toronto’s Bet-

ter Buildings Partnership has, to date, completed 850 

projects that retrofitted 76 million square feet, created 

6,200 person-years employment, saved $21.5 million, and 

eliminated 1.5 million tonnes of CO2 emissions.155 The 

Obama administration is also contributing the largest 

home energy efficiency investment in US history toward 

retrofitting one million homes per year by 2012.156

Retrofitting buildings is a green jobs strategy that can 

be started immediately. No lengthy planning or approval 

processes are needed, and the techniques and materials 

are already known and are fairly simple: insulation, high-

performance windows and doors, weather-stripping, 

high-efficiency heating and cooling systems and appli-
ances, etc.

A Uk economic development plan report found that 
a 10-year government investment of £500 million ($802 
million) per year to provide basic insulation for approxi-
mately 10 million Uk houses could create 20,000 new 
jobs per year. It also determined that a national loan 
program of £1 billion ($1.6 billion) over seven years for 
home wall insulation could create 5,000 new jobs per 
year.157

 > the Potential for green Jobs in bc

As in other sectors, investing in improved energy effi-
ciency in the building sector leads to the creation of 
three categories of jobs. Direct jobs in this sector include 
building construction and repairs. Indirect jobs involve 
supplying the materials required for the construction and 
repair work – manufacturing and transportation. Induced 
jobs are those resulting from the money spent by the 
other workers, and by building owners and tenants who 
saved money due to lower energy costs.158

Constructing new buildings to a higher standard will 
likely generate more employment, but it could be only a 
small increase. Installing more insulation and superior 
windows, doors, and HVAC systems will not result in a 
major increase in the number of construction workers. 
Significant employment benefits could accrue where 
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these goods are manufactured (in BC, or elsewhere if 
they are imported), but if the new items just replace 
old product lines there would not be major increases in 
manufacturing employment.

Where significant numbers of green jobs could be 
created is in retrofitting existing buildings.

Newer houses tend to be more energy efficient. There 
are approximately 1.8 million households in BC, with 
approximately 800,000 of those dating from before 
1984.159 These houses have significantly higher average 
emissions than houses built in the last 25 years (see 
Figure 6.1).160

If we assume about half of these older homes have 
already been upgraded, we are left with around 400,000 
older homes in need of retrofitting. Providing an upgrade 
to each of these homes, assuming that it takes about 
five to eight person-days to complete a basic upgrade,161 
would translate to about 2 million to 3.2 million person-
days, or 8,200 to 13,200 person-years of employment.
Assuming this program were ramped up immediately 
and carried out over the next two years, it would create 
4,100 to 6,600 jobs over the two-year period.

Another analysis, based on a more thorough (and thus 
employment-intensive) upgrading standard,163 found that 
retrofitting 100,000 homes per year in BC would keep 
14,000 to 30,000 people directly employed.164

Implementing such a program would send a clear 
signal to several industries that supply energy efficiency 
products. knowing there would be a market in BC, they 
may well choose to establish manufacturing facilities 
here. If BC got out of the gates ahead of other jurisdic-
tions, it could have a more diversified industrial base and 
end up with a new set of exports – exports that will be 
in greater demand in the future, and that would create 
even more green jobs in BC.

Representative jobs in this area include: electricians, 
heating/air conditioning installers, carpenters, construc-
tion equipment operators, roofers, insulation workers, 
carpenter helpers, industrial truck drivers, construction 
managers, building inspectors, sheet metal workers, 
administration, sales, customer service, inspectors and 
auditors.165

 > implications for bc’s ghg emissions

The BCSEA Green Landlords Project determined that 
rental property retrofits can reduce GHG emissions 
per home by 25%.166 The US Weatherization Assistance 
Program achieves 33.5% savings on natural gas used for 
space heating.167

Assuming a GHG reduction of 25% over 400,000 homes 
(out of 1.8 million), the program for BC described above 
would reduce GHG emissions by about 242 kt CO2e per 
year from its current level of 4,349 kt CO2e.

 > bc government Policy

The BC government has the opportunity to stimulate the 
creation of green jobs immediately, while promoting the 
development of a low-carbon, environmentally sustain-
able building stock.

Public buildings

Investments in retrofitting public buildings can reduce 
operating costs and thereby increase funds available to 
provide public services. For example, with hospitals the 
savings on energy costs can enable greater spending on 
patient care. For schools, the savings can enable greater 
spending on teaching and books.

While more always can be done, the BC government 
has committed to carbon-neutral government and is 
adopting energy efficiency strategies for public buildings, 
including LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental 
Design) Gold standards for new public buildings and a 
$75 million fund for retrofits.168 This fund is due to expire 
this year, and could be continued, and expanded.

The Ontario government recently purchased an 
office building and is giving it a $100 million 
green retrofit. Aiming for LEED certification, 
the building will have a green roof, solar panels 
and an energy monitoring system.169
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Private building retrofit financing

Reducing energy expenditures allows homeowners to 

save money, and firms to invest more in other priorities 

that boost productivity.

Uptake of retrofit incentive programs can be improved 

by employing some marketing strategies.170 However, a 

key barrier to retrofits, for many home owners and other 

private building owners, is the up-front cost. Although 

the energy savings will eventually cover those costs, find-

ing the $5,000 or $10,000 or more for a home retrofit 

is challenging.

Grants

To encourage private retrofits, one straightforward 

policy option is offering grants to cover part of the cost 

of energy efficiency investments.171 Grants are the most 

commonly used type of financial measure to encourage 

energy efficiency measures in the European Union.172 

Similar options are tax credits, loans and loan guarantees 

that would be paid back out of the energy cost savings.

The federal ecoEnergy Retrofit program provided up to 

$5,000 for home energy efficiency improvements, but has 

been cancelled.173 In BC, there are provincial programs in 

place that can assist with retrofits for homeowners, such 

as the LiveSmart BC Efficiency Incentive Program174 or 

the BC Hydro Energy Conservation Assistance Program;175 

these programs could, of course, be expanded.

Third-party Loans

Often granting programs have limited success because 

they don’t cover the full cost of the upgrade; the home-

owner still has to find thousands of dollars for the 

up-front work. Other methods are being developed to 

provide financing from third parties, rather than own-

ers. These loans are then paid back on utility bills or 

property taxes. In this financing method, often called 

“on-bill financing,” the homeowner does not have to pay 

anything up front, and the loan gets paid back out of the 

homeowner’s energy savings.176

The US federal government and several states are 

working to implement this financing mechanism;177 the 

Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) program would 

allow homeowners to pay down their retrofit costs with 

small monthly payments from their energy savings.178 

The City of Vancouver’s Greenest City Action Team rec-
ommended that Vancouver start a pilot project for such 
on-bill financing strategies. However, Vancouver must 
first gain approval from the provincial government.179

Property Transfer Financing

Another method of financing retrofits for buildings that 
need them is to direct a percentage of property transac-
tion proceeds toward retrofits. Legislation could require, 
as a condition of sale of a home or other building, that 
the building meets a certain level of energy efficiency.180 
Alternatively, a surcharge could be added to the BC 
Property Transfer Tax,181 which would provide revenues 
for a home energy efficiency retrofit fund that covers the 
costs of retrofits of those living in affordable housing, 
and provides retrofit financing loans for others.

Reliable information about energy efficiency can 
facilitate individuals and firms implementing retrofits, 
or even building above standards.182 Consumers should 
be made aware of the availability of grants, loans, energy 
efficient mortgages and other financing options.183 The 
LiveSmart BC Efficiency Energy Program encourages BC 
homeowners to improve their home energy efficiency and 
reduce energy use.184

Business skills training and development can help 
the future growth and strength of this market over the 
longer-term, encouraging businesses to hire skilled 
efficiency retrofit workers.185

 > discussion

What policies should the BC government adopt to 
increase building energy efficiency?

•	 Mandate LEED Platinum ratings 
for new public buildings?

•	 Offer significantly larger homeowner 
grants for retrofits?

•	 Pass legislation enabling on-bill 
financing for retrofits?

•	 Pass legislation to generate financing from 
the proceeds of property transfers?

•	 Provide information and skills development?
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P a r t  7

green Jobs in other sectors

As noted earlier, BC’s services sector has been growing 

faster than the goods sector, and is now more than 

four times larger.186 This section considers key services 

subsectors.

This section also briefly touches on green job creation 

in manufacturing, agriculture, forestry and fisheries, 

which were not captured in the earlier focus on green 

jobs in other sectors.

 > manufacturing

Much of the green jobs literature on manufacturing 

focuses on converting disused manufacturing capacity 

to produce green economy goods, like rail cars187 or wind 

turbines.188

Unlike Ontario or quebec, BC doesn’t have that kind 

of manufacturing capacity. BC’s manufacturing sector 

has been characterized by a heavy reliance on processing 

raw resources. Wood, paper and food manufacturing 

constitute the majority of the sector in BC.189

Nonetheless, BC’s manufacturing sector does cover a 

wide range of areas, such as metal fabrication, machinery, 

computers and electronics, transportation equipment, 

chemicals, plastics and rubber, electrical equipment and 

other non-resource-based manufacturing. Together these 

constitute over 25% of BC’s manufacturing GDP.190 There 

is a potential for BC to develop a green jobs manufac-

turing capacity, especially given the demand for green 

products that would be guaranteed by BC’s announced 

goals and the policies discussed in this report. Green jobs 

could be created in the manufacture of materials, parts 

and equipment used in greener buildings, transit system 

expansions and electricity conservation programs.

With its access to the ocean and to the large US west-

coast market, BC could also become a significant exporter 

of green products, if it gets into the game soon enough.

Recycling can also help reduce GHG emissions. 

The extraction and transportation of virgin materials 

to manufacture goods is relatively energy intensive and 

causes release of GHGs. Recycling avoids that step, 

thereby reducing lifecycle GHG emissions for most 

products.191 Recycling programs can also boost and 

create employment.

 > discussion

What should government do to create green jobs in 

manufacturing?

•	 Subsidize the creation of heavy 

manufacturing, e.g. transit vehicles?

•	 Expand transit, building retrofits and other 

green jobs areas and rely on the market to 

create manufacturing capacity in BC?

•	 Establish local procurement policies?

•	 Restrict imports of green job products (e.g. wind 

turbines) to force development of a local industry?

•	 Enhance recycling programs, perhaps putting 

a tax on virgin material extraction?
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 > agriculture

Jobs in the agricultural sector are declining. There are 

fewer farms, and fewer farmers – a trend noted in every 

province – and farmers increasingly hold off-farm jobs 

to supplement their farm income.192

One reason for this decline has been the growing trend 

toward long-distance transportation and import of food, 

due in part to subsidies to freight transportation. Trans-

portation of agricultural goods also contributes to GHG 

emissions, as does the processing and packaging that is 

necessary for long-distance transport. More “food miles” 

(the distance traveled between producer and consumer 

of a food item) reflects a greater environmental footprint 

left by the agricultural sector – the farther the food has to 

travel, the more the emissions.193 By some estimates the 

conventional system generates five to 17 times as much 

GHG emissions as a local food system.194

Another cause of declining employment in agriculture 

is the shift toward reliance on chemical-intensive food 

production. Instead of encouraging employment of 

workers to ensure the land is maintained and productive, 

agri-business and governments have been encouraging 

reliance on chemicals – fertilizers and toxic pesticides 

and herbicides. Chemical fertilizer usage in Western 

Canada has increased over the past 10 years. Agricultural 

chemicals also rely on fossil fuel inputs, and result in 

GHG emissions. Crop production GHG emissions have 

gone up,195 in addition to toxins being introduced to 

the environment and reductions in the biodiversity and 

productivity of the soil.

Policies to reduce chemical reliance would reduce 

toxic chemical exposures for British Columbians, par-

ticularly farm workers. They would also shift agriculture 

toward more employment-intensive production; organic 

farming and similar methods require skilled human 

labour rather than chemicals and machinery, and proper 

management is needed to ensure high quality products. 

A study in the Uk found that “organic farming provides 

32% more jobs per farm than non-organic farming.”196

Relocalization of agriculture is becoming a popular 

idea. Farmland in the immediate region of a city can 

be protected from encroachment through creation and 

firm protection of greenbelts (like BC’s Agricultural 

Land Reserve). Farmers markets rely primarily on 

local production and short-range transportation. Local 

farmers markets can also create significant economic 

activity,197 and thus jobs. Reducing imports and shifting 

food production into cities would reduce travel distance 

and energy use associated with food distribution. Some 

alternative techniques, such as backyard gardens, com-

munity gardens, green belts and green roofs, can be used 

to incorporate food production into heavily populated 

areas.198

A longer-term future has been envisioned, in which 

villages sustained by the land’s natural resources emerge 

from unsustainable suburbs. Farms and fields will be 

incorporated into city plans, and towns will become more 

self-sufficient with their food goods and services.199 The 

Smart Growth Principles could serve as a useful guide.200

Farm wastes also have the potential of producing elec-

tricity, with the proper systems in place. The anaerobic 

manure digester is a proven technology that can use on-

site manure waste to generate methane gas, which can 

then be burned for electricity production. The manure can 

then be re-used as fertilizer.201 Currently, manure accounts 

for more GHG emissions than all the railways in BC.202

BC government policies could encourage the imple-

mentation of more sustainable, employment-intensive, 

local agricultural systems, and consumption of local 

food products. This would create green employment and 

reduce GHG emissions. It would also promote the growth 

of the local economy, and a strong local economy has a 

positive effect on both farming and non-farming jobs.

 > discussion

•	 What policies could reduce GHG emissions 

from our food system and create green jobs?

•	 Should government support organic farming 

and reduce chemical agriculture? How?

•	 Should government support local farms 

and reduce food imports? How?

•	 Should government more firmly 

protect the Agricultural Land Reserve 

and establish more greenbelts?

•	 Should government develop farmers 

markets and other venues for selling local 

food and for restaurants and consumers 

to source locally grown organic food?
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 > forestry

The mountain pine beetle epidemic is a vivid reminder 

of the ability of climate change to destroy jobs – some-

thing we will see more of in the future if we fail to abate 

climate change.

Warmer winters are becoming the new normal under 

climate change, and they have enabled mountain pine 

beetles to thrive, reproduce and expand into new ter-

ritories. Those beetles in turn kill trees, and this will kill 

a lot of jobs. It has been estimated that by 2028, direct 

and indirect forestry jobs will decline by 11,250 and 9,500 

respectively, when compared with the number of jobs 

prior to the start of the beetle epidemic. The jobs that are 

disappearing tend to be in BC’s rural areas, and some 

communities may not survive.203

Ironically, the beetle epidemic may have given a 

short-term boost to employment – salvage logging rais-

ing overall logging levels in some areas by as much as 

70%.204 However, the beetle-killed trees are drying out, 

and the boost is temporary.

Similarly, the US housing bubble artificially inflated 

demand for lumber, boosting employment in the sector 

for a number of years. However, both the bubble and the 

inflated demand are now gone.

While capturing headlines, the US housing bubble and 

the mountain pine beetle epidemic have thus masked a 

longer-term and more serious problem – the decline in 

jobs caused by the evolution of the industry itself. For 

decades, forestry corporations in Canada have pursued 

an industrial logging model – one characterized by 

clearcutting that is capital intensive and not employment 

intensive, and the export of raw logs and minimally-

processed lumber. Even compared to other parts of 

Canada, BC’s exports have relatively little value-added 

processing.

“Alberta’s 1999 solid wood exports to the United States 
included 23 per cent in value added categories; Ontario’s 
included 44 per cent; and Quebec’s included 37 per cent. 
The ratio for British Columbia was 14 per cent.”

— BC Statistics205

However, it is possible that changes to the industry 

could reduce GHG emissions and create green jobs. 

Some mills have been reducing their GHG emissions by 

switching over to burning wood waste, rather than fossil 

fuels. For example, Canfor claims to have reduced carbon 

emissions at its mills by 40% since 1990 levels, using 

scrubbers and substituting biofuels for natural gas.206

The BC Bioenergy Strategy supports developing 

energy from organic matter, or “biomass,” as a means 

of supplying electricity to BC and helping to achieve BC’s 

emission reduction goals. Bioenergy can be acquired 

from wood waste, agriculture and renewable fuels, and 

according to the BC government has the potential to 

account for 50% of the province’s renewable fuel require-

ments by 2020.207

This said, bioenergy is controversial; in some circum-

stances it may be able to reduce GHG emissions. How-

ever, a shift from using waste wood to cutting trees down 

in order to burn them could increase emissions. Shifting 

from manufacturing solid wood products to using trees 

just for bioenergy can also mean a loss of jobs.208

There is a potential for job losses if independent 

power producers tighten the market for biomass and 

raise the cost. Higher costs would raise operating costs 

for mills that also rely on biomass, which could affect 

overall profitability enough to threaten mill jobs. These 

and other issues were addressed by other submissions 

to the Jobs, Justice, Climate Conference.

Conservation and wise use may represent a more promis-

ing way to reduce GHG emissions from forestry. Trees 

absorb carbon while growing, and solid wood stores that 

carbon (until discarded). Steel and concrete, in contrast, 

cause GHG emissions in their manufacture. Wood also 

has a better insulation value than steel or concrete. For 

these reasons, wood can be a better building material, 

provided it is harvested properly (if not, then soils dis-

turbed by inappropriate forestry practices can release 

substantial amounts of GHGs).

BC has been encouraging wood construction, for 

example by recently passing the Wood First Act209 to 

boost the use of wood in the construction of provincially 

funded buildings.

“Substituting a cubic metre of wood for other construction 
materials (concrete, blocks or bricks) results in an 

average of 0.8 tonnes of CO2 savings.”

— International Institute for  
Environment and Development210

A recent report on forestry, GHG emissions and 

jobs, “Managing BC’s Forests for a Cooler Planet,” was 

given support by a number of environmental and labour 
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organizations. It advocated for a range of conservation 
and wise use policies to reduce GHG emissions and 
create jobs:

•	 Conserve more forest;

•	 Harvest trees at older ages;

•	 Reduce wood waste at logging sites;

•	 Use better reforestation and rehabilitation of 
forests;

•	 Treat solid wood products as the first and best use 
of wood, because of their carbon-storing capacity 
(and their potential for creating value-added jobs);

•	 Use wood-based energy, but only when it makes 
sense from a climate change perspective; and

•	 Fully account for all forest carbon in forests and 
forest products in carbon credit trading markets.211

bc government Policy

Policies could be implemented to encourage a more 
sustainable forestry industry – in terms of both jobs and 
GHG emissions.

 > discussion

How could the provincial government encourage a 
shift in the forestry sector toward green jobs?

•	 Encourage local value-added employment, 
e.g. by prohibiting raw log exports?

•	 Provide support to small-scale woodlot 
and hand-logging operations?

•	 Charge higher stumpage fees (royalties) 
for trees that are not manufactured into 
higher value-added products in BC?

•	 Set higher standards for conservation 
and low-GHG forestry practices?

 > fisheries and aquaculture

The fisheries and aquaculture sector is comprised of 
four subsectors: aquaculture; commercial fishing, sport 
fishing and fish processing.212

Employment in the sector has fluctuated over the 
past 20 years, but a few trends have emerged. Full- and 
part-time employment in commercial fisheries and fish 
processing has declined, while employment in aquacul-
ture and sport fishing has gone up.213 Wild fish stocks 
face growing risk from fish farming (sea lice), oil tankers 
and pipelines, overfishing, spawning ground destruction, 
and some run-of-river electricity projects. Meanwhile, in 
recent decades, fisheries in Canada and around the world 
have collapsed.214

The sector does not employ many British Columbians 
overall – reportedly 15,500 in 2005, or 0.7% of workers 
in BC.215 Removing the impact of seasonal full-time and 
part-time fluctuations, this sector provided a total of 
5,380 person years of employment.216 Broken down by 
subsector we can see that:

•	 Salmon farming provided 1,500 full-time equiva-
lent jobs;

•	 Commercial salmon fishing and fish processing 
provided 1,600 full-time equivalent jobs; and

•	 Sport fishing accounted for 2,280 full-time equiva-
lent jobs.217

The BC fisheries sector itself does not produce signifi-
cant levels of GHG emissions, compared to other sectors. 
However, there are differences among the various subsec-
tors. Commercial capture fisheries use less energy than 
finfish aquaculture, mainly due to the high energy use in 
producing fish feed for salmon aquaculture.218

Federal Department of Fisheries and Oceans commer-
cial fishing licence policies have made commercial fishing 
less energy efficient by creating separate licences for each 
species, which have to be bought or leased at a very high 
cost per kg of fish caught. This means a particular fish 
boat may be licenced for only one or two species and sit 
idle most of the year. It also means that more fish must 
be caught, using more energy, to cover this artificial cost 
of buying/leasing a licence to fish. This licencing policy 
has concentrated the ownership of licences, with smaller 
coastal communities and First Nations gradually losing 
their licences to urban, corporate owners, resulting in 
more travel time (more energy use) for urban based boats 
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that have to travel a longer distance to fishing grounds. 
These issues would be resolved by clear owner-operator 
provisions and an end to market commodification of 
fishing licences through a transition to licence banks or 
other measures that would return licence access to boats 
in coastal communities and First Nations. 219

Finally, it is important to bear in mind that oceans are 
a major carbon sink, globally. The biological component 
of the sink processes is significant220 and yet marine life 
interactions are not well understood; nor is the salmon 
cycle, and the salmon interaction with other marine life. 
It is thus important to take a precautionary approach 
with this sink, and to maintain and improve overall ocean 
health. The health of wild salmon is a part of that, and 
essential to protecting many jobs in BC.

 > discussion

•	 What policies can the government adopt to reduce 
GHG emissions and protect and create green 
jobs in the fisheries and aquaculture sector?

•	 Should the government take action 
to halt or reverse the decline in wild 
fisheries? If so, what actions?

 > services

The BC service sector covers a wide variety of industries 
including, but not limited to retail and wholesale trade, 
health care and social assistance, food services and 
accommodation, professional services, scientific and 
technical services, and educational services.

Jobs in these industries can be found at all wage and 
experience levels.222

As noted earlier, the service sector is a very important 
part of BC’s economy, as service sector jobs account for 
about 80% of total employment. The service sector could 
also be important to the green jobs discussion because 
many jobs in that sector tend to have relatively low GHG 
emissions. An alternative definition of green jobs would 
be those that have low GHG emissions associated with 
them. By this definition, many service sector jobs could 
be considered green jobs, depending on their location. 
However, service sector jobs  located in energy-inefficient 
buildings or in locations that require long commutes, 
may not have low GHG emissions.

Certainly, the more that BC’s economy transitions 
toward low-GHG jobs, the lower its overall production-
based emissions will be. Of course, consumption-based 
GHG emissions, for instance those caused by personal 
transportation and housing, will not be affected by this 
shift.

Rural Livelihoods in Transition

occupations in agriculture, forestry and fisheries are being affected by a number of global trends, including increased 

international trade in commodities, mechanization, and competition from low-cost countries. this has resulted in loss of 

livelihood for many rural dwellers.

as a result, like the rest of canada and the world, bc has been urbanizing for decades. indeed, over 85% of bc’s population 

already lives in cities and towns. and with the decline of employment in bc’s resource extraction sectors, this trend is likely 

to continue. this brings a real cost in terms of personal hardship from dislocation, as do other transitions in urban areas 

and throughout the economy.

Public policy can and should help to ease the transition for those people displaced by market changes, by creating demand 

for green jobs, and by implementing just transition programs.

it is also important to encourage rural economic diversification, and the creation of a range of green job options for work-

ers who choose remain in rural areas. the strategies discussed in other sections of this report, if pursued, could provide 

employment in rural areas and small towns, as well as urban areas.
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On the other hand, the mere existence or creation of 
service sector jobs does not necessarily reduce existing 
GHG emissions. BC will have to tackle the existing GHG 
emissions, and create jobs that reduce those emissions.

 > discussion

•	 Should service sector jobs with low GHG 
emissions, such as teaching, nursing or 
social work, be considered green jobs?

•	 If such jobs are housed in energy-inefficient 
buildings, or require long automobile 
commutes – are they still green?

•	 Should government encourage a further 
shift away from the goods sector and 
toward the services sector to reduce overall 
economy-wide GHG emissions?
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cross-cutting strategies for action

Building a green economy and creating green jobs will 

require broader, overarching policies in addition to the 

more specific options noted above.

First, a green-jobs economy is one in which workers 

are helped with the transition to the future. Just transition 

programs should be employed to help workers, and help 

develop the green economy workforce.

Second, a truly green economy could be greener not 

just in certain key sectors, but across all sectors. And it 

fosters diversification and the development of new green 

sectors – sectors we might not even anticipate today. This 

requires cross-cutting strategies that move the economy 

in a greener direction overall, including financial incen-

tives for GHG reductions and government support for 

green economy research and development.

 > Just transitions

Some fear that the move to a green economy means 

leaving workers behind. Nothing could be further from 

the truth.

Shifting to a green economy will create a major 

demand for workers in BC – tens of thousands of 

them. As noted earlier, some of these workers will be 

employed in entirely new jobs. Many others will be in 

familiar occupations, but applied to new purposes and 

thus develop and use new skills. Additional demand for 

workers reduces overall unemployment (which is a threat 

to all workers) and spreads job security.

What does leave workers behind is having no indus-

trial strategy, and letting the market force the changes. 

“Creative destruction” is the term used by economists 

to describe the free market’s tendency to destroy firms 

and jobs as it shifts in new directions. There is a financial 

incentive in the free market to lay off workers whenever 

possible; resource extraction industries seem particularly 

prone to layoffs, becoming more capital intensive and 

less labour intensive all the time.

“The [US] National Renewable Energy Lab has identified 
a shortage of skills and training as a leading barrier to 
renewable energy and energy efficiency growth.”223

“Smart investment means investing in the right skills 
for tomorrow’s needs; investing in energy efficiency to 
create jobs and save energy.”224

Certainly the world will continue to change, and BC’s 

economy will change; there is nothing that government 

can do to stop that. However, ensuring that workers 

in BC are able to participate in the new economy is an 

important role for government.

Rather than simply letting the market destroy jobs, as 

it does now, government should be planning for a green 

economy by preparing a comprehensive just transition 

strategy.

Combined with green job creation, such a comprehen-

sive transition strategy has been termed a “green social 

contract.”225 These transition programs will be required 

in order to help the workforce supply the demand for 

new knowledge and skills.226

Many jobs have been shed from forestry and other 

sectors, with workers being given little or no assistance.227 
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In the context of a green jobs strategy, the failure to 

provide such a program would be a false economy – a 

failure to invest in the future. The new green economy 

will need trained, knowledgeable workers, and effective 

programs will help provide them. Green jobs programs 

could focus on providing training and apprenticeships, 

and could require trade certification and emphasize 

certified Red Seal trades.

 > discussion

What elements could a just transition program 

include?

•	 Should it focus on providing training, 

apprenticeships and certification?

•	 Should it provide income supports (in 

addition to EI), moving allowances, etc?

•	 Should it provide the above only in relation 

to green jobs, or should it go broader 

and attempt to cover all workers? If so, 

where would the funding come from?

 > broad-based ghg reduction Policies

Building a green economy requires broad incentives to 

reduce GHG emissions.

GHG reduction policies that most governments in 

Canada have adopted in the past – those relying on 

voluntary reductions – have been spectacular failures. 

The same story applies globally. An exhaustive study 

by the OECD concluded that voluntary measures are 

ineffective at achieving environmental goals, as well as 

being economically inefficient.228 This finding stands to 

reason: voluntary restraint is what we have right now 

(anyone can voluntarily reduce their GHG emissions), 

and it hasn’t worked.

The BC government needs to get serious and adopt 

effective public policy strategies.

There are three main categories of policy instruments 

that can be effective at reducing GHG emissions: regula-

tion, cap-and-trade, or carbon taxation.

•	 REGULATION sets a fixed level of emissions for a 

polluter, or requires the use of certain processes 

or technologies. Once compliance with the regu-

latory standard is achieved, there is no incentive 

to make further improvements (the “threshold 

effect”). The costs of complying with regulations 

are paid by polluters. Where those polluters are 

firms, they pass those costs on to consumers 

as much as possible. No public revenue stream 

is created by this strategy, making it useless in 

terms of providing financing for green jobs or just 

transition programs.

•	 CAP-AUCTION-TRADE. The idea of this approach 

is that government sets a cap on the level of 

overall emissions – whether for a sector or for the 

economy as a whole. Permits allowing emissions 

up to that level are auctioned by the government, 

and can then be bought and sold (traded) by 

major emitters. Because any number of permits 

can be bought, there is no limit on how much an 

individual polluter can emit, and emission reduc-

tions can be made by whichever polluters can 

do so most cheaply. This mechanism avoids the 

threshold effect, creating a “dynamic” incentive to 

continually reduce emissions. The permit auction 

creates a revenue stream available for green job 

and just transition program investments, or sim-

ply for return to citizens (this has also been termed 

cap-and-dividend; cap-and-trade refers to systems 

where the permits might be either auctioned or 

“grandfathered” – handed out for free to existing 

polluters and thus providing no revenues).

•	 CARBON TAx. The idea here is that when GHG 

emissions are taxed, financial incentives are 

provided to reduce those emissions. Like cap-

and-trade, there is no fixed limit on how much a 

polluter can emit, and the incentive is dynamic, 

encouraging continual reduction, and avoiding 

the threshold effect. This strategy also creates a 

revenue stream available for green job and just 

transition program investments.
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Any of these mechanisms can be designed to achieve 

a given GHG emissions target.229 Each of these mecha-

nisms imposes costs of compliance, and for each a part 

of the cost (but not all) will be paid by consumers. Thus, 

all of these mechanisms can be considered to be a form 

of carbon pricing. Economists note that carbon taxes and 

cap-trade mechanisms are more economically efficient; 

they can achieve greater reductions in emissions per 

dollar spent on compliance. Put differently, regulation 

makes achieving the same goals more expensive for 

polluters, and thus for consumers.

Any of these systems can be combined with another. 

For instance, the government of Alberta currently has 

a regulation-tax hybrid230 where industrial emitters are 

required to comply with certain carbon emissions inten-

sity standards. If they fail to do so, they have to pay a fee 

($15 per excess tonne of carbon emitted).

In the context of green jobs, the choice among these 

three effective policy options should be guided by their 

respective capacities to create green jobs. All three will 

create green jobs by reducing the unfair subsidy currently 

given to fossil fuel industries (i.e. the presence of free 

GHG waste disposal in our shared atmosphere) and 

by enabling other, more job-rich sectors to compete for 

finance, inputs, employees, and customers on a level 

playing field.

However, there are two key factors that distinguish 

between the above options: two of them (Cap-Auction-

Trade and Carbon Tax) raise revenues that can be invested 

in creating green jobs and ensuring just transitions. 

Regulation can’t do that. And regulation is more costly, 

both to firms and consumers.

BC has introduced a carbon tax. While this alone 

makes BC a policy leader in Canada, the current level of 

the tax is not sufficient to reduce GHG emissions to the 

extent needed. It currently sets a carbon price of $20 per 

tonne, while some researchers suggest the price may 

need to reach $200 per tonne.231 And the income effect 

of the tax has now become regressive, with the latest 

boost in the tax rate not being accompanied by a boost 

in protections for lower income people.

Both of these flaws can be fixed. Abandoning the tax 

altogether would significantly impair the possibility of 

financing green jobs and just transition programs. BC’s 

carbon tax could be:

•	 Boosted to a level that is effective at reducing 
GHG emissions (a schedule of tax rate increases 
should be adopted in legislation, so as to enable 
firms and citizens to plan ahead and adjust their 
investment decisions); and,

•	 Adjusted to provide progressive income re-distri-
bution at all future rates (e.g. create a higher basic 
personal tax exemption and enhance spending on 
transit, social programs and green jobs, financed 
if needed by reducing or eliminating corporate 
tax breaks).

Other improvements have been proposed as well.232

BC has also announced that it is implementing a 
cap-and-trade system applicable to industrial GHG emit-
ters, who have not been subject to the carbon tax. This 
system is part of the Western Climate Initiative, and the 
carbon price under this system is estimated to reach $33 
per tonne by 2020.233 Again, the carbon price is too low, 
and there is not yet any indication as to whether or how 
the revenues raised would offset any regressive impacts 
when firms pass on costs to consumers. The price can 
be raised, and the revenues can be used for an overall 
progressive impact.

Some of the green jobs policies proposed elsewhere 
in this report anticipate the need for significant public 
investment. This cost could be significantly covered by 
revenues from cap-auction-trade or carbon taxation.

The other side of the carbon pricing coin is the removal 
of support to GHG-intensive developments. It appears 
that BC is proceeding to approve shale gas developments 
without strictly limiting their substantial GHG emissions, 
which is effectively a subsidy.234 The encouragement of oil 
and gas development draws private capital investment 
away from other sectors, including green jobs sectors. 
Furthermore, the lower electricity rates noted earlier for 
large industry could also be seen as a subsidy, especially 
as those rates do not include environmental costs. The 
Gateway development is another publicly-financed initia-
tive that could significantly raise GHG emissions.

Eliminating subsidies for such developments could 
reduce GHGs, and free up investment dollars to go 
toward other sectors, such as green jobs sectors.

These changes – carbon pricing and the elimination of 
subsidies for GHG-boosting sectors – would need to be 
accompanied by border tax adjustments (tax adjustments 
on goods traded across borders aimed at levelling the 
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playing field between comparable products) to ensure a 
level playing field and address potential leakage of jobs 
to countries that fail to adopt such policies.

 > discussion

•	 Should the BC government adopt new broad-
based GHG reduction policies? If so, which?

•	 Should it fix its existing carbon tax, to make it more 
environmentally effective and income progressive?

•	 Should it eliminate existing support for GHG-
intensive sectors? If so, which ones?

•	 Should revenue from carbon pricing be 
reinvested in green infrastructure, or 
in income redistribution, or both?

 > research and development

A key role for government is in providing research and 
development (R&D) support where needed and where 
the private sector won’t do so. The Obama administra-
tion has made significant clean energy R&D invest-
ments235 as have other jurisdictions, thereby leveraging 
significant private R&D spending.236

The Conference Board of Canada suggests that gov-
ernment spending in BC on climate-related technology 
R&D will amount to about $1 billion, and create about 
13,300 person-years employment from 2010 to 2014.237 
It is not clear how many of these jobs will be green jobs, 
or what the GHG-reduction impacts will be. However, it 
does illustrate that significant government investments 
in job-creation and R&D can be carried out.

Lee and Carlow provide a useful, short discussion 
of new potential technology developments and how BC 

should increase its investment in both basic research 
(at the university level) and applied research (strategic 
support for key green industries).238

 > discussion

Should the BC government boost investments in green 
jobs R&D? If so, where should those investments be 
made? How much?

 > re-localization

Policies that stimulate local production can spur local 
job creation and reduce GHG emissions.

“Buy local” procurement policies could require gov-
ernment agencies to purchase goods and services in 
BC. Tariffs can also boost local production, and foster 
development of young green manufacturing industries.

Such policies might be challenged under trade agree-
ments; this is not necessarily a reason to abstain from 
adopting them. Indeed, if BC’s citizens want such poli-
cies, and trade agreements are used to challenge them, 
that is itself a democratic reason for working to dismantle 
the trade agreements.

A carbon price can also boost local production, e.g. 
in agriculture or manufacturing. By making long-range 
transportation relatively more expensive, it can make 
locally-produced goods comparatively cheaper.239 Not 
focussing on borders, but rather on distances, it is more 
aligned with bioregionalism than nationalism. A carbon 
price wouldn’t discriminate as among countries, and 
thus wouldn’t be subject to a trade challenge.
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conclusions

There exists a tremendous potential, and need, for BC 
to develop good, green jobs. BC can boost employment 
– starting today – by taking bolder steps to reduce its 
GHG emissions.

Policies to encourage energy efficiency retrofits in 
housing could create 8,200 to 13,200 person-years of 
employment (and more in institutional, commercial 
and industrial building upgrades). Those jobs could be 
created immediately.

Investments in transit and rail upgrades could create 
230,000 to 270,000 person-years of employment.

Electricity conservation via effective demand man-
agement could yield a further 200,000 person-years of 
employment.

Further jobs could be created in manufacturing – sup-
plying the materials and equipment needed to perform 
the above jobs. And green jobs strategies can be devel-
oped in a range of other sectors – agriculture, forestry, 
fisheries and aquaculture.

These green jobs can help to reduce BC’s high unem-
ployment levels. They can also provide employment in 

rural areas and small towns (as well as in larger urban 
areas), thus sustaining community life in places hard-hit 
by resource industry layoffs.

The policies used to create these jobs will also help to 
reduce BC’s GHG emissions, providing leadership to the 
rest of Canada and demonstrating to the world that we 
can take the steps needed to build a green jobs economy 
and avert the catastrophic effects of climate change. The 
public investments needed to create these green jobs can 
be financed by a range of policies that would also reduce 
GHG emissions and other environmental impacts, such 
as carbon pricing, electricity demand management and 
elimination of subsidies to high-GHG industries.

The green economy is growing fast, across the world. 
BC has a chance to get ahead of the curve, to establish 
a strong, job-rich place in that economy.

More immediately, the green jobs vision can help to 
forge a broad-based progressive movement – one that 
values workers and communities, that recognizes the 
pressing need to reduce GHG emissions, and buries old 
myths like jobs versus the environment.
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Table A15-20: 1990–2008 GHG Emission Summary for British Columbia  
Greenhouse Gas Categories 1990 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008

TOTAL 49,300 64,600 62,100 61,100 64,500 65,100

ENERGY 40,500 54,200 51,800 51,300 54,700 55,300
a. Stationary Combustion Sources 18,800 23,200 21,600 21,600 24,200 23,500

Electricity and Heat Generation 1,180 1,870 1,480 1,540 1,460 1,520
Fossil Fuel Production and Refining 3,500 6,500 5,800 5,800 6,200 6,200
Mining & Oil and Gas Extraction 255 494 299 1,000 1,310 1,350
Manufacturing Industries 6,080 6,610 6,190 5,360 7,360 6,540
Construction 306 101 107 111 117 100
Commercial & Institutional 2,840 3,520 3,400 3,360 3,330 3,370
Residential 4,300 4,000 4,300 4,400 4,400 4,300
Agriculture & Forestry 321 67.8 66.5 66.2 64.1 56.4

b. Transport1 18,400 25,900 25,000 24,300 24,900 25,500
Civil Aviation (Domestic Aviation) 1,100 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,400 1,500
Road Transportation 11,400 15,700 15,300 15,300 15,600 15,400

Light-Duty Gasoline Vehicles 3,850 4,440 4,170 4,100 4,130 4,050
Light-Duty Gasoline Trucks 2,200 5,000 4,770 4,710 4,750 4,680
Heavy-Duty Gasoline Vehicles 2,040 1,720 1,640 1,630 1,650 1,630
Motorcycles 17.5 26.3 27.2 27.1 27.4 27.1
Light-Duty Diesel Vehicles 26.4 43.9 45.7 45.1 45.8 45.4
Light-Duty Diesel Trucks 35.3 57.1 56.1 56.9 57.9 58.5
Heavy-Duty Diesel Vehicles 2,490 4,190 4,430 4,530 4,690 4,630
Propane & Natural Gas Vehicles 780 260 190 190 230 250

Railways 1,000 400 400 400 400 600
Navigation (Domestic Marine) 1,000 2,700 2,500 2,500 2,600 2,500
Other Transportation 3,400 5,700 5,200 4,700 4,900 5,500

Off-Road Gasoline 350 510 450 450 450 350
Off-Road Diesel 2,200 4,000 3,700 3,500 3,600 4,300
Pipelines 856 1,130 989 774 933 895

c. Fugitive Sources2 3,320 5,130 5,240 5,320 5,510 6,200
Coal Mining 500 500 500 500 500 500
Oil and Natural Gas 2,830 4,620 4,700 4,850 4,990 5,700

INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES3 3,160 3,860 3,840 3,540 3,590 3,560
a. Mineral Products 870 1,400 1,400 1,400 1,400 1,300

Cement Production 610 1,200 1,200 1,200 1,200 1,100
Lime Production 160 190 180 170 160 160
Mineral Products Use 96.9 42.7 43.7 61.7 43.2 38.0

b. Chemical Industry -                               -                -                -                -                -                
Nitric Acid Production -                               -                -                -                -                -                
Adipic Acid Production -                          -             -             -             -             -             

c. Metal Production 1,510 1,360 1,130 1,020 1,100 1,150
Iron and Steel Production -                               -                -                -                -                -                
Aluminum Production 1,500 1,400 1,100 1,000 1,100 1,200
SF6 Used in Magnesium Smelters and Casters -                          -             -             -             -             -             

d. Production and Consumption of Halocarbons -                               660 740 720 780 790
e. Other & Undifferentiated Production4 780 430 560 410 300 340
SOLVENT & OTHER PRODUCT USE 21 27 23 42 42 43
AGRICULTURE 2,200 2,700 2,600 2,400 2,400 2,400
a. Enteric Fermentation 1,000 1,300 1,300 1,200 1,100 1,200
b. Manure Management 320 400 400 380 370 370
c. Agriculture Soils 860 950 950 820 890 870

Direct Sources 370 340 350 290 340 340
Pasture, Range and Paddock Manure 200 290 280 260 250 240
Indirect Sources 300 300 300 300 300 300

WASTE 3,400 3,800 3,700 3,800 3,800 3,800
a. Solid Waste Disposal on Land 3,300 3,600 3,500 3,600 3,600 3,600
b. Wastewater Handling 85 110 110 110 110 110
c. Waste Incineration 66 69 69 68 68 68

Notes:
1 Emissions from Fuel Ethanol are reported within the gasoline transportation sub-categories.
2 Fugitive emissions from refineries are only reported at the national level.
3 Emissions associated with the consumption of PFCs and SF6 are only reported at the national level.
4 Emissions coming from ammonia production are included in the category Other & Undifferentiated Production at provincial levels.

kt CO 2  equivalent

source: environment canada, “national inventory report – greenhouse gas sources and sinks in canada 1990-2008, Part 3” at p.120 
www.ec.gc.ca/Publications/default.asp?lang=En&xml=492D914C-2EAB-47AB-A045-C62B2CDACC29.
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